29
IP ane scat erin by an obje¢
in an unbounded, homogeneous
isotropi¢, lossless embedding

In this chapter, the simplest scattering configuration is investigated in more detail. It consists
of an unbounded, homogeneous, isotropic, lossless embedding in which a plane wave is incident
upon a scattering object of bounded extent. First, the reciprocity properties of the amplitudes
of the scattered wave in the far-field region are investigated. Next, an energy theorem
("extinction cross-section theorem") is derived that relates the sum of the energy carried by the
scattered wave and the energy absorbed by the scattering object to the amplitude of the scattered
wave in the far-field region when observed in the forward scattering direction. Finally, the first
term in the Neumann solution to the relevant system of integral equations (the so-called
"Rayleigh-Gans-Born approximation") is determined for penetrable, homogeneous scatterers
of different shapes. The analysis is carried out in the time domain as well as in the complex
frequency domain.

29. I The scatlering configuration, the incident plane wave and the far-field
scatlering amplitudes
The scattering configuration consists of a homogeneous, isotropic, lossless embedding that
occupies the entire 9~3. The electromagnetic properties of the embedding are characterised by
its permittivity e and its permeability /z, which are posititve constants. The associated
electromagnetic wave speed is c = (e#)-Vz, which is also a positive constant. In the embedding,
an electromagnetic scatterer is present that occupies the bounded domain ~Ds. The boundary
s
surface of ~Ds is denoted by ~Ds and v is the unit vector along ,the normal to 3~D
oriented away
s
s
s
3
s
from ~D. The complement of 9 uO9 in ~C is denoted by ~D (Figure 29.1-1).

Time-domain analysis
In the time-domain analysis of the problem, the electromagnetic properties of the scatterer are,
if the scatterer is an electromagnetically penetrable object, characterised by the relaxation
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Figure 29. | - 1 Scattering object occupying the bounded domain ~Ds in an unbounded electromagnefically homogeneous, isotropic, lossless embedding with permittivity e and permeability/z.
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functions {~k,r,/tZ},p} = {~k,r,~},p}(X,t), which are causal functions of time. The equivalent

contrast volume source densities of electric and magnetic current are then given by Equations
(28.9-18) and (28.9-19))
(29.1-1)
Kjs = ~tCt(~tjS, p - It~(t)~j,p,Hp;x;t) for

x~Vs,

(29.1-2)

in which the total electromagnetic field {Er,Hp} is the sum of the incident field {i Ei ,n/~ } and
r
the scattered field
s } (see Equation (28.9-5)). If the scatterer is electromagneticalIy
{E;s,H/~
impenetrable, either of the two boundary conditions
limhzo~,n,rVnEr(X + hv,t) = 0 for x~O~Ds

(29.1-3)

limhzOek, m,pvmHp(X + hv,t) = 0 for x~Ds

(29.1-4)

or

applies.
For the incident wave we now take the uniform plane wave (see Equations (27.4-7) and
(27.4-18))
ii
(29.1-5)
{Er,H~} = {er,hp}a(t- asXs/C),
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that propagates in the direction of the unit vector a (i,e, asas = 1) and has the normalised pulse
shape a(t). Its electric and magnetic field amplitudes are related through (see Equations (27.4-8)
and (27.4-9))

(29.1-6)

er - -Z~r,m,pamhp,

in which (see Equation (27.4-23))
Z = (p/e)1/2 with (...)~/2 > 0

(29.1-7)

is the electromagnetic plane wave impedance of the wave and
(29.1-8)

hp = Yt~p,n,raner ,
in which (see Equation (27.4-22))
y=(e/#)~/2 with (...)~/2 > 0

(29.1-9)

is the electromagnetic plane wave admittance of the wave.
For an electromagnetically penetrable scatterer we use for the scattered wave the constrast
volume source integral representation (see Equations (28.9-20) and (28.9-21))
s, fx EJ s , Ct(Gff , Kjs;x~,x,t)]dV for x,eR3
E; (x,t) = [Ct(Gr, k,J£;x,x,t) +

(29.1-10)

and
Hot s,

H;(x’,t) =

forx’eR3, (29.1-11)

in which (see Exercise 28.8-9, with x and x’ interchanged)
Gr~,k (X~,x,t) - -/20tG(x~,x,t)~)r,k + e-l o; O~ ItG(x~,x,t) ,
GrSK(x~,x,t) = --~r,n, ja;
G(x
’ ,x,t) ,
HJ,
,
G~,k (x,x,t) = gp,m,karn G(x;x,t) ,

@H, jK(x;x,t) =-eatG(x;x,t)Op,j +/u-~a[, aj ItG(x:x,t) ,

(29.1-12)
(29.1-13)
(29.1-14)
(29.1-15)

where ~m means differentiation with respect to xm and
6(t- lx’- xl/c)
G(x;x,t) for x’ ~ x.
4zlx’-xl
In the far-field region, the expansion
S

S

t

{Er ,H~ l(x,t) =

(29.1-16)

{ErS;~’,H;;~}(~,’- Ix’llc) [1 + O(Ix’l-1)]
4zlx’l

as tx’l-~oo with x’= Ix’l

(29.1-17)

holds, where (see Equations (26.12-5)-(26.12-10))
.
ErS’°° = /A(~r~k - C~r,k)~t~Ig:s;°" + ~.r,n,j(~n/C)Otq~j

(29.1-18)

A ~ o’5 KS;’*’
H;;~ = e(~p~j - ~,p,jJ~,t,~j - t~p,m,k(~m[C)~tq)k

(29.1-19)
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in which
J~(x,t

q~kJs;ooJ-(g,t) = [
tg,t) =

+ ~sXs/C) dV ,

(29.1-20)

~S(x,t + ~slc) dV.

(29.1-21)

For ~ electmmagnetically impe~trable scatterer ~e elec~omagnefic field is not defined in
the interior 9s of ~e scatterer and we have to resoa to an equivNent surface source integrN
representation that expresses ~e scattered wave field in ~e exterior 9s’ of the scatterer in te~s
of ~e wave-field vNues on ~e bound~ surface O~s of 9s. This representation is, on account
of ~uations (28.12-38) and (28.12-39),
s t ’ ’ = I [Ct(GrE.kJ,~J~;xt, X,t) +

E[.(x,t)Z# (x )

EK s ,

Ct(Gr,j ,0/~ ;x,x,t)] dA

for x’~3

(29.1-22)

and
s¯
HJ s ¯
HK
s¯
’ ¯ )=.Jx
I [Ct(G~,k,~J~;x,x,t)+Ct(G~, ,~Kj ;x,x,t)]
n~(x’t)ZDs(x
dA
j

for x’~3,

(29.1-23)

in which (note the orientation of v)

aJ~ = ~’k,m,pl~mn; ,

(29.1-24)

~/~s _. _~,n,rV,nErs"

(29.1-25)

In ~e far-fieM region, ~e expansion given in ~uation (29.1-17) holds, where, based upon
~uations (29.1-22)~29.1-25), we have
E~’~=~(~r~-dr, i)Ot~J~;~+ r,n,jtgn’c)ot~] ,
(29.1-26)
~p,j,~t~]

ep,m,i(~m/c)Ot~J~;~,

(29.1-27)

in which
(29.1-28)

(29.1-29)
However, upon applying Equations (28.12-12) and (28.12-19) to the incident wave field
ii
{E;,H~}
and to the domain ~9s, we have (note that the incident wave field is source-free in
~s)
i,

E;(X,OX~gs(X,) =

EK i ,

I

x@9~ Ct(G;,k,~J~;x,x,t)
+ Ct(Gr,j ,~Kj ;x,x,t)] dA
[ EJ i ,

for x’~3

(29.1-30)
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and

f

HK

i. ,

x~

for x’~R3,

(29.1-31)

in which (note the orientation of ~,),
~J~ = -~"k,m,pVmHip ,
OKj) = Ej, n,rVnE~1.

(29.1-32)
(29.1-33)

Subtraction of Equation (29.1-30) from Equation (29.1-22)and of Equation (29.1-31) from
Equation (29.1-23) leads to
, , , i , s’ ~x~
E;s(x,t)z
(x ) [Ct(Gr~’k’~Jk;X~’x’t)
- F4(x,t)X s(x ) = + Ct(Gr’j ,~Kj;x,x,t)] dA

for x’~R3

,
(29.1-34)

and
H~(x,t)Z~s,(x,-)Hi(x,t))(,Ds(x’
i,
) = [Ct(GpH, kJ, OJk;X’,x,t) +Ct(GpH, jK,~Kff;X;X,t)] dA
for x’~3,

(29.1-35)

in which
OJk" Ek, rn,p~’rnnp ,

(29.1-36)

~Kj"-~j,n,rPnEr¯

(29.1-37)

In the far-field region, again the expansion given in Equation (29.1-17) holds, in which, based
upon Equations (29.1-34)-(29.1-37), we now have
E Sr;~* = ~(~r~k - ~r,k)~t~ OkJ;~ + ~’r,n,j(~n]C)Ot~K;*o,
(29.1-38)
H;;** = g(~p~j - ¢}p,y)3tcI)/K;*o - ~.p,ra,k(~m/¢)~t~J;**,

(29.1-39)

in which
qb OkJ"o°(~,t) = f OJk(x,t + ~sXs/C) dA ,

(29.1-40)

¯ /K;~(~,t) = ~ OKj(x,t + ~sXs/C)dA.

(29.1-41)

Of course, the equivalent surface source representations also apply to the case of an
electromagnetically penetrable scatterer. For x’~Ds ’, Equations (29.1-10) and (29.1-11) must
then yield the same result as Equations (29.1-22) and (29.1-23), and (29.1-34) and (29.1-35).
Similarly, in the far-field region, Equations (29.1-18) and (29.1-19) must yield the same result
as Equations (29.1-26) and (29.1-27) and Equations (29.1-38) and (29.1-39). Note, however,
that the results for x’~Ds differ.
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Equations (29.1-10) and (29.1-11), when taken for x’~Os, provide the basis for the
time-domain domain integral equation method to solve problems of the scattering by penetrable
objects. For solving problems of the scattering by impenetrable objects, Equations (29.1-34)
and (29.1-35) provide, when taken for x’~0~Ds, the basis for the time-domain boundary integral
equation method and, when taken for x’~)s, the basis for the time-domain null-field method.
For general scatterers, all three methods need numerical implementation.

Complex frequency-domain analysis
In the complex frequency-domain analysis of the problem, the electromagnetic properties of
the scatterer are, if the scatterer is an electromagnetically penetrable object, characterised by
the functions{ til~,r,~j,p}^ s ^ s = { ~l~,r,~j,p^ S ^ s } (x s, ). The equivalent contrast volume source densities of
electric and magnetic current are then given by (see Equations (28.9-41) and (28.9-42))
(29.1-42)
~js: (~j,sp _ s/urj,p)i21p for x~Ds,

(29.1-43)

^ ^ is the sum of the incident field ^ i ^ {i Er,H/~ } and
in which the total electromagnetic field {Er,Hp}
the scattered field ^{Esr ^,H/~
s } (see Equation (28.9-28)). If the scatterer is electromagnetically
impenetrable, either of the two boundary conditions
limh~OEj,n,rl~n~r(X + hv,s) = 0 for xff0~Ds

(29.1-44)

limh~O~k,m,pVrnI?Ip(X + hv,s) = 0 for x~09s

(29.1-45)

or

applies.
For the incident wave we now take the uniform plane wave (see Equations (27.1-3), (27.1-21)
and (27.2-39))
^i ^i
{ Er,H
~ } = { er,hp}~(s) exp(-sC~sXs/C) ,

(29.1-46)

that propagates in the direction of the unit vector a (i.e. ~Zsas = 1) and has the complex
frequency-domain normalised pulse shape fi(s). Its electric and magnetic field strength
amplitudes are related through Equations (29.1-6)-(29.1-9).
For an electromagnetically penetrable scatterer we use for the scattered wave the contrast
volume source representation (see Equations (28.9-43) and (28.9-44))
, ~x ^El, ^s ~rSK(x:x,s)~jjS(x,s)]dV forx,~R3
E^S
[G~,k (x,x,s)J£(x,s) +
r (x,s) =

(29.1-47)

and
Hf~(x,s) =^ s ’ ~

^ HJ ,

^s

^ HK ,

^s

[G~,k(X,X,S)J£(x,s) + G~,j (x,x,s)Kj (x,s)] dV for

in which (see Exercise 28.8-10, with x and x’ interchanged)

(29.1-48)
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(29.1-49)

Gr,j (x,x,s)=-er, n,j~~ ~(x’,x,s) ,

(29.1-50)

~J(x~X,S) = gp,m,k~ ~(X’,x,s) ,

(29.1-51)
G(x ,x,s)

,j (x ,x,s) =

(29.1-52)

where ~ me~s differentiation with respect to x~ and
~(x~x,s) = exp(-s[x’ - x[/c) for x’ x.

(29.1-53)

4~lx’-xl

In ~e far-field region, ~e expansion
~s ~s , t~s;~Ds;~ exp(-slx’l/c)[1 + O([x’[-1)]
{Er,n~}(x,s) = ~-r "w ,(~,s) 4~lx’l

~ ~’1~ ~ x’= Ixq~
holds, where (see ~uations (26.11-8~26.11-12))
~"~ = s~(~ - 6r,~)~ff~;~ + ~r,n,j(s~n/c)~~’~,
~;~ = S~(~p~j -- ~p,j)~s;~ _

~p,m,k(S~m/C)~s;~,

(29.1-54)
(29.1-55)

(29.1-56)

in which
~J’;~’~ ~,s) = f ]~(x,s)exp(S~s/C)dV,

(~.~-~)

¢~;~(~,s) = [ £jS(x,s) exp(s~mlc) dV.
d x~

(29.1-58)

For ~ electromagnetically impe~trable scatterer ~e elec~omagnetic field is not defined in
the interior ~ of ~e scatterer and we have to reso~ to an equivalent surface source integr~
representation ~at expresses ~e scattered field in ~e exterior ~’ of the scatterer in te~s of
the field values on ~e bound~y surface 39s of ~s. This represen~fion is, on account of
~uations (28.12-40) and (28.12-41),

+

(x)=
~or x’~&s

(2~.~-5~)

for x’~L3,

(29.1-60)

and

in which (note the orientation of v)
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OJ~ = elc, m,p~mfI~,

(29.1-61)

a ~js "" --~,n,rPn#rs.

(29.1-62)

In the far-field region, the expansion given in Equation (29.1-54) holds, where, based upon
Equations (29.1-59)--(29.1-62), we have
A ,--£ ~JS;"° E "iS[z [ch~5 ~KS;’~

"’

ErS’~"=Slt(~r~k-~’r,k)~k + r,n,), ~n , ~ ,

(29.1-63)

~;~ = se(~p~j - 6p,j)~K~;~ - ep,m,~(S~m/C)~~’ ~,

(29.1-~)

in which
O]~(x,s) exp(s~sXs/C) ~,

k ~, ) =

(29.1-65)

~K*;~(~,s) = f 3~;(x,s)exp(S~s/C) ~.

(29.1-66)

However, upon applying ~uations (28.12-30) ~d (28.12-37) to the incident wave field
{Er,H[} and to the domain 9s, we have (note ~at the incident wave field is source-free in
9s)
#~,(X;S)Zgs(X,) [ [~EJ , ~i

" EK , ~ i
= ~,~ (~,~,~)as~(~,~)
+ Or,~ (~,~,s)a~ (~,~)] ~

#x

for x’e~3

(29.1-67)

and
~i,
, )=
[
H;(~,~)~(~

~ HJ ,

~i

~

+ ~ HK

,

for x’~3,

(~9.~-ss)

in which (note the orientation of ~),
~]~ = -e~,~,p,~,

(29.1-69)

Sub,action of ~uation (29.1-67) from ~uation (29.1-59) and of ~uation (29.1-58) from
~uation (29.1-60) leads to
d

for x’~R~

(~.1-~1~

and
~s~
~(x,4z~
(x, , ~ -

~i~

,

=~

~ HJ ~

~

~ HK ,

~D~

for x’~R~,

(~.~-~
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in which (note the orientation of u),
,

(29.1-73)

~j "- --~,n,r~’n~r.

(29.1-74)

= ~’k,m,p

In the far-field region, again the expansion given in Equation (29.1-54) holds, in which, based
upon Equations (29.1-71)-(29.1-74), we now have
~rs;°° = S/~(~r~k -- (}r,k)~ ~kJ;~° + ~.r,n,j(S~n/¢)~jOK;~,

(29.1-75)

I21rS"°" "- se(~p~j --vp,jj~j
~ .~gK;°° -- ~p,m,k(S~rn]C)~ OkJ;°°,

(29.1-76)

in which
qg~’r;°°(~,s) = f O~k(X,S) exp(s~sXs/C) dA ,

(29.1-77)

43j~t~;°°(~’,s) = f ~2j(x,s) exp(s~sXs/C) dA .

(29.1-78)

Of course, the equivalent surface source repres,entations also apply to the case of an
electromagnetically penetrable scatterer. For x’~9s , Equations (29.1-47) and (29.1-48) must
then yield the same result as Equations (29.1-59) and (29.1-60), and (29.1-71) and (29.1-72).
Similarly, in the far-field region, Equations (29.1-55) and (29.1-56) must yield the same result
as Equations (29.1-63) and (29.1-64), and Equations (29.1-75) and (29.1-76). Note, however,
that the results for x’~Ds differ.
Equations (29.1-47) and (29.1-48), when taken for x’~Ds, provide the basis for the complex
frequency-domain domain integral equation method to solve problems of the scattering by
penetrable objects. For solving problems of the scattering by impenetrable objects, Equations
(29.1-71) and (29.1-72) provide, when taken for x’~O9s, the basis for the complex frequencydomain boundary integral equation method and, when taken for x’~ 29s, the basis for the complex
frequency-domain null-field method. For general scatterers, all three methods need numerical
implementation.
The different representations in this section will be needed in the analysis in the remainder
of this chapter.

Exercises
Exercise 29.1-1
Show that from Equations (29.1-34) and (29.1-35) it follows that
J xc-0~
for x’~3
and

(29.1-79)
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for x’~3.
(Hint: Consider the cases x’~Ds ’, x’~39s and x’~gs.)

(29.1-80)

Exercise 29.1-2
Show that from Equations (29.1-71) and (29.1-72) it follows that
a x~
for x’~3

(29.1-81)

and
~p(X:s)X~’(X’)= H;(x,s)" i

+ ~x [d~(x:x’s)~k(X’s) + d~K(x:x’s)~J(X’s)] ~

for x’~~.

(29.1-82)

(Hint: Consider ~e cases x’ s~s ", x’~O~s and x’ ~ ~s.)

29.:2 Far-field scattered wave amplitude reciprocity of the time convolution
type
In this section we investigate the reciprocity relation of the time convolution type that applies
to the far-field scattered wave amplitude reciprocity for plane wave incidence upon an
electromagnetically penetrable or impenetrable object. The scattering configuration of Figure
29.1-1 applies. Two states in this configuration are considered; they are denoted as state A and
state B, respectively. In state A, a uniform plane electromagnetic wave that propagates in the
direction of the unit vector a is incident upon the scattering object; in state B, a uniform plane
electromagnetic wave that propagates in the direction of the unit vector fl is incident upon the
scattering object. It will be shown that the far-field scattered wave amplitude in state A when
observed in the direction of observation ~" = -fl is related, via reciprocity, to the far-field
scattered wave amplitude in state B when observed in the direction of observation ~= -a (Figure
29.2-1).
The corresponding relationships in the time domain and in the complex frequency domain
will 1~ derived separately below.

Time-domain analysis
In the time-domain analysis, the incident uniform plane wave in state A is taken as
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Figure 29.2-1 Configuration for the far-field scattered wave amplitude reciprocity of the time
convolution type.

b:i;A Mi;A/ A A
--r ,’~p , : { er ,h’p }a(t - asXs/C),

(29.2-1)

with (see Equation (29.1-8))
hi= Yep,m,kamet,

(29.2-2)

in which Y is given by Equation (29.1-9). In the far-field region, the scattered wave in state A
is represented as
.-- s;A;~,,H
~. s;A;~,.
i )(~,t-Ix’l/C)[l[ + O([Xt[_I)]]
, ~s;A ,- s;A.. , i lSr
t!Zr ’/-!P J{’X’t)--

4:rlx’l

as Ix’l--+oo with x’= Ix’l~,
in which, on account of Equations (29.1,24)-(29.1-29),
_ _ bjS;A;~ + gr, n,j(~n]C)~t~?Ks;A;~,
Ers;A;’’ = kt (~r~k - ¢}r,k)Otq)~
HpS;A;~, = Yep,,n,k$mE~;A;=,
with

(29.2-3)

(29.2-4)
(29.2-5)
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(29.2-6)
(29.2-7)
in which (note the orientation of v)
. s;A
~j/~;A = ek, m,pVml-I
,

(29.2-8)

o s;A = -%,r..Er

(29.2-9)

p

Similarly, the incident uniform plane wave in state B is taken as
BB

~rt ~ i;B,--p t4 i;B ~, = {er ,h~ }b(t- flsXs/C)

,

(29.2-10)

with
(29.2-11)
In the far-field region, the scattered wave in state B is represented as
..s;B
..s;B.. , {ErS;";**,H;;a;**}(~,t-lx’l/c)[10([x,[-1)]
r,
+
r ,rip l~X,t) 4zdx’l
as tx’l~oo with x’= Ix’It,
in which, on account of Equations (29.1-24)-(29.1-29),
.~ ~ ~ ~jS;B;o.
3KS;B;oo
E s;B;*,,
+ ~r,n,j(~n/C)~tqbj
r =~t(~r~k-t~r,k/t~t’~’k
s;B;oo
HpS;B ;oo
....
= rep,m,kgml~
k,

,

(29.2-12)

(29.2-13)
(29.2-14)

with
(29.2-15)
(29.2-16)
in which (note the orientation of v)
s;B

= ?.k,m,pl~mHf9 ,

(29.2-17)

(29.2-18)
o/~s;B = _ej,n,rVnErS;B.
If the scatterer is penetrable, its electromagnetic properties in state B are assumed to be the
adjoint of the ones pertaining to state A. If the scatterer is impenetrable, either of the two
boundary conditions given in Equations (29.1-3) or (29.1-4) applies. These boundary conditions
apply to both state A and state B, and are, therefore, self-adjoint.
To establish the desired reciprocity relation, we first apply the time-domain reciprocity
theorem of the convolution type Equation (28.2-7) to the total wave fields in the states A and
B, and to the domain 9s occupied by the scatterer. For a penetrable scatterer this yields
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em, r,p f ~m [Ct(ErAj’I~;x,t) - Ct(ErBHpA;X,t)] dA = O ,
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(29.2-19)

since in the interior of the scatterer the total wave field is source-free. For an impenetrable
scatterer, Equation (29.2-19) holds in view of the boundary conditions upon approaching ODs
via a9s’. In Equation (29.2-19) we substitute
-s;A- i;A --s’A-

{ErA,H~} : {Ei;A + !z’~ ’/-/t; +/’/t;’ J

(29.2-20)

and
. ~s;B .i;B

{ErB,HpB} = {Ei;B + t~r ,~p + H;;B}.

(29.2-21)

Next, the time-domain reciprocity theorem of the convolution type is applied to the incident
wave field and to the domain ~Ds. Since the incident wave field is source-free in the interior of
the scatterer and the embedding is self-adjoint in its electromagnetic properties, this leads to
i;A

i’B

i;B i;A

(29.2-22)

~m,r,. f P: [C,(Er ,~’ ;X,t) - C,(E;’ ~ ;x,/)] dA : 0.

Finally, the time-domain reciproc!ty theorem of the convolution type is applied to the scattered
wave field and to the domain ~9s. Since the embedding is self-adjoint in its electromagnetic
properties and the scattered wave field is source-free in the exterior of the scatterer and satisfies
the condition of causality at infinity, this leads to
em’r’P Ix~~vrn [Ct(ESr;A,H~’,B;X,t) _ Ct(E~s;B H/;s;A’,x,t)] dA = 0.

(29.2-23)

From Equations (29.2-19)-(29.2-23) we conclude that
t~m,r,p

Ix

i;A s;B
s;A i;B
Vra [Ct(Er ,H~ ;x,t) + Ct(Er ,H~ ;x,t)

-Ct(Eri;B
H[,s;A
;x,t)-Ct(E:;BHip;A;x,t)] dA=O .

(29.2-24)

However, on account of Equations (29.2-10) and (29.2-11), and (29.2-4)-(29.2-9) we have
Em, r,p

Ixc-3

I

s;A i;B
i;B s;A
~’ra [Ct(E;" ,H~ ;x,t) - Ct(Er ,H~o ;x,t)] dA

= dr’ em,r,p

t’ ~

-- lt"+ b~(t

f

,[ _x~O~

B s’A
s;A
t B
~’m[E; (x,t)h~-erH~,’ (x,t)]b(t-flsXs/C-t’)dA

- ’") dt" Em’r’P lxc-O~l+m[E~"A(x’t"- flsXs’C)hI~

- erB ..s;A.l_lp (X,t’" - flsXs[C)] dA

= -kt-1erB [ b(t- t")ItE~;A;+(-fl, t’’) dt"
and on account of Equations (29.2-1) and (29.2-2), and (29.2-13)-(29.2-18)

(29.2-25)
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s;B i;A

i;A s;B

Era, r,p ~x~r)~D~m [C,(Er ,HA ;X,t) - Ct(Er ,g~) ;x,t)] dA

.m[E~;B(x, tt)hAp-erHi (x,t)]a(t-a~s/c-t’)~

= dt’~.m,r,p

- er ~p ’x’t

=It

Ix

(t- t")IcE¢;B;~(~,t") dr".

= -~ er

(29.2-26)

Equations (29.2-24)~29.2-26) lead m the desired reciprocity relation for ~e f~-fieN scattered
wave ~plimdes:
er

(t- t")ItE~;A;~(-~,t") dr"

") dr".
= erA [ a(t t")ItE~;B;~(~,t
~ t" ~

(29.2-27)

At tNs point it is eleg~t to express the line~ relationship that exists between the f~-field
scattered wave amplitude and the incident wave field, ~th in s~te A and s~te B. To ~is end,
we write (adapting the subscripts for later convenience)
o t~R

and
k" ’ ~, ) er b(t’)S~r(~,fl, t- t’) &’ ,

(29.2-29)

where Sr~ andS~r are the configuration~ time-domain electric far-fieM scattering tenors.
Substitmion of ~uafions (29.2-28) and (29.2-29) in ~uation (29.2-27) and rewiring the
convolutions, we obtain
ere~ It
BAr

b(t")

= ek er It a(t")

(t’)Sr~(-fl, a,t- - t’)
(t’) (-a,fl, t- t" - t’) ~,

(29.2-30)

~ t"~R

where, in accordance with the ~les applying to the time convolution, ~e operator It has been
brought in front of ~e integral signs. Ta~ng into account that Equation (29.2-30) has to hold
A ~ a(t) and b(O, and using the causality of the scattered wave, we
for ~bi~a~ v~ues of ek,er,
end up wi~
Sr~(-B,~,O = S~r(~,~,O

(29.2-31)
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as the final expression of the time-domain reciprocity property under consideration.

Complex frequency-domain analysis
In the complex frequency-domain analysis, the incident uniform plane wave in state A is taken
as
AA^
{~,.i;A/?/i;A~
--r ,--p , = {er ,h’p }a(s) exp(-sasxs/c),

(29.2-32)

with (see Equation (29.1-8))
ht~=

Yep,m,kOZrae:,

(29.2-33)

in which Y is given by Equation (29.1-9). In the far-field region, the scattered wave in state A
is represented as
"s’A ^s’A , ,~. s;A’,oo Frs;A;oo,,a- ,exp(-slx’[/c)[1 ÷ O(Ix,l-~)]
{Er’ ,H~’ }(x,s)= ’tt~r ,rip i!,~S,s) 4zlx’l

as lxq--- with x’= Ix’l ,

(29.2-34)

where, on account of Equations (29.1-61)-(29.1-66),
" ~’A’~,
.~ ~.~ ~JS;A;~
^t,,,.~r"s’*’oo,.~,
E;’ ’ = s/A(~r~k - Or,k).Wk
+ er, n,j(S~n/C)~
,

(29.2-35)

~. A s;A;o~
~pS;A;~=.. ~ep,m,g~,~,g
,

(29.2-36)

with
t,q,s) =

,

tg, s) =

(29.2-37)
(29.2-38)

in which (note the orientation of v)
’. s;A
~];;A = ek, m, pVmllp ,
~ s;A
~ p_. s;A~j =

(29.2-39)
(29.2-40)

Similarly, the incident uniform plane wave in state B is taken as
t~.i;B=oi;B/ B B
L--r ,--p , { er ,h~ }/~(s) exp(-S~sXs/C)
,
with
hl~ = yep,m,kflme2.
In the far-field region, the scattered wave in state B is represented as

(29.2-41)
(29.2-42)

~:~,

~. s’,B/_~s;n,(x:S)--[ ~.. s’,n;~ ~.~s;~’,
iexp(--slx’[/C)[
{ ~r
,~r ,-p ,(~,s) 4~rlx’l 1 + O(Ix’1-1)
,"p ,
]

as [x’l---~ with x’= Ix’l~,

(29.2-43)
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where, on account of Equations (29.1-61)-(29.1-66),
’ " = S!.t(~r~ _Ur,
- r.. ~.~KS;B;
~ \,,~JS;B;’~
E~^ ’B’~
k)~k
+ t~r,n,j!.SgnlC)Wj
k

(29.2-44)

~. ~ s;B;~
j~pS;B;~,,--_ ZEp,m,k~m~
~.
,

(29.2-45)

k

wi~
"
~kays;B;~’~
[g,s)
=

,

(29.2-46)
(29.2-47)

in which (note the orientation of v)
^ s;B

(29.2-48)

= ~.k,m,pPmn~ ,

o~i~’js;B = --~,n,rPn~t;B.

(29.2-49)

If the scatterer is penetrable, its electromagnetic properties in state B are assumed to be the
adjoint of the ones pertaining to state A. If the scatterer is impenetrable, either of the two
boundary conditions given in Equations (29.1-44) or (29.1-45) applies. These boundary
conditions apply to both state A and state B, and are, therefore, self-adjoint.
To establish the desired reciprocity relation, we first apply the complex frequency-domain
reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type Equation (28.4-7) to the total wave fields in
the states A and B, and to the domain ~Ds occupied by the scatterer. For a penetrable scatterer
this yields

(29.2-50)
since in the interior of the scatterer the total wave field is source-free. For an impenetrable
scatterer, Equation (29.2-50) holds in view of the boundary conditions upon approaching a~9s
via g)s’. In Equation (29.2-50) we substitute
,, . ^ 0

., soA

{!~rA,/~t} = {!~:;A + ErS,A,/~:;A + Ht;, )

(29.2-51)

and
OpB}=//~.i;B
~s;B/~i;B
,--r +--r
,’-p +/~;;B}

¯

(29.2-52)

Next, the complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type is
applied to the incident wave field and to the domain Ds. Since the incident wave field is
source-free in the interior of the scatterer and the embedding is self-adjoint in its electromagnetic properties, this leads to

fxea

^ i;A ,, i;B ^ i;B ^ i;A
- Er (x,$)n~) (x,s)]dA = 0.
gm,r,p g)~’ra[Er (X,s)H~) (x,s)

(29.2-53)

Finally, the complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type is
applied to the scattered wave field and to the domain ¢)s’. Since the embedding is self-adjoint
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in its electromagnetic properties and the scattered wave field is source-free in the exterior of
the scatterer and satisfies the condition of causality at infinity, this leads to
~m,r,p ~x~ [~rS;A(X,s)ffl;;B (x,s)
^s’,A(x,s)l
- E ^s;B
(x,s)H~

r

dA 0

(29.2-54)

From Equations (29.2-50)-(29.2-54) we conclude that

^ s.a ^ i;B

em,r,p

[/~ i;A ^ s;B
fx~’,,, ,. (x,s)t-ljo (x,s) + Er’ (x,s)S~o (x,s)
.*.i;B. .~.s;A. , " s’B

^ i’A

Er’ (x,~)n~;’ (x,s)l~= 0.

- ~r I,x,s)np (x,s) -

(29.2-55)

However, on accountof Equations (29.2-41) and (29.2-42), and (29.2-35)-(29.2-40) we have

fx

^ s;A

^ i;B

^ i.B

^ s’A

= fm,r,p ~x Pm [~:;A(’,s)h~
- eB~s;A
r H~ (x,s)] ~(s) exp(-SflsXs/C) ~
-1 B ~ ~ s;A;~
= -(S~) erb(s)Er (-fl, s)

(29.2-56)
and on account of ~uations (29.2-32) and (29.2-33), and Equations (29.2-~)-(29.2-49)
fm,r,p

-i’A
[- s;B - i;A
fix~gsVm Er (x,s)nfi (x,s)

~x

~ s;B

- s’B

~

A A ~ s;B

- er H~ (x,s)]

exp(-sasxs/c) ~

~ s;B;~
= -(s~)-1eA~
r a(s)Er (~,s).

(29.2-57)
~uafions (29.2-55)~29.2-57) lead to the desired reciprocity relation for the f~-field scattered
wave ~plitudes:
= er ats)~r ’ t-a,s) .
(29.2-58)
At ~is point it is, ag~n, elegant to express the linear relations~p that exists between the f~-field
scattered wave amplitude and ~e incident wave field, bo~ in state A and in state B. To this end,
we write, in accordance wi~ ~uafions (29.2-28) and (29.2-29),
= S~,~(¢,a,s)e~ a(s)

(29.2-59)

B*
x ~B
~kS;B ;~(g,s)
= S~r(~,fl, s)er b(s) ,

(29.2-~)

~B
where Sr,~A and S~,

~
r ~e ~e configurational complex frequency-do~in electric field far-field
scattering tensors. Substitution of ~uations (29.2-59) and (29.2-60) in Equation (29.2-58)
yields
B~

A~

Sr, k(-fl, a,s)e~ a(s)er b(s) = Sk, r(-a,fl, s)er b(s)ek a(s) .

(29.2-61)
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Taking into account that Equation (29.2-61) has to hold for arbitrary values of e~A, ers, d(s) and
b(s), we end up with
grA, k(-fl, a,s) = g~,r(-a,fl, s)

(29.2-62)

as the final expression of the complex frequency-domain reciprocity property under consideration.
In a theoretical analysis, the reciprocity relations derived in this section serve as an important
check on the correctness of the analytic solutions as well as on the accuracy of numerical
solutions to scattering problems. Note, however, that the reciprocity relations are necessary
conditions to be satisfied by the scattered wave field (in the far-field region), but their
satisfaction does not guarantee correctness of a total analytic solution or a certain accuracy of
a total numerical solution. In a physical experiment, the redundancy induced by the reciprocity
relations can be exploited to reduce the influence of noise on the quality of the observed data.
References to the earlier literature on the reciprocity relations of the type discussed in this
section can be found in De Hoop (1960).

Exercises
Exercise 29.2-1
To what form reduces Equation (29.2-27) if a(t) = b(t)? (Hint: Use the fact that the resulting
indentity has to hold for any pulse shape and employ the causality of the scattered wave).
Answer:
eBr ErS;A;~ (-fl, t) : etErS;B;~(-a,t) .
Exercise 29.2-2
To what form reduces Equation (29.2-58) if t~(s) =/~(s)?
Answer:
B~ s;A;~, ,, . A#. s.B.~,

,

er 1~r [-]J,s) = er 1:~r’ ’ [--a,S) .
Exercise 29.2-3

Give the compatibility relations satisfied by the electric field far-field scattering tensor
Sr, k(~,a,t) that result from the scattering of an incident uniform plane wave propagating in the
direction of the unit vector a and apply to observation in the direction of the unit vector ~.
Answer

(a) ~rSr, k(~,a,t) = 0, (b) Sr, k(~,a,t)ak = O.
(Hence, Sr, k(~,a,t) only contains components transverse to both ~" and a.)
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Exercise 29.2-4
Give the compatibility relations satisfied by the electric field far-field scattering tensor
~r,k(~,a,s) that result from the scattering of an incident uniform plane wave propagating in the
direction of the unit vector a and apply to observation in the direction of the unit vector ~’.
Answer:
^

(a) ~rSr, k(~,a,s) = O, (b) Sr, k(~,a,s)ak = O.
(Hence, ~r,k(~,a,s) only contains components transverse to both ~ and a.)

Exercise 29.2-5
Show that Equation (29.2-62) follows from Equation (29.2-31) by taking the time Laplace
transform.

29.3 Far-field scattered wave amplitude reciprocity of the time correlation
type

In this section we investigate the reciprocity relation of the time correlation type that applies
to the far-field scattered wave amplitude reciprocity for plane wave incidence upon an
electromagnetically penetrable or impenetrable object. The scattering configuration of Figure
29.1-1 applies. Two states in this configuration are considered; they are denoted as state A and
state B. In state A, a uniform plane electromagnetic wave that propagates in the direction of the
unit vector a is incident upon the scattering object; in state B, a uniform plane electromagnetic
wave that propagates in the direction of the unit vector fl is incident upon the scattering object.
It will be shown that the far-field scattered wave amplitude in state A when observed in the
direction of observation ~= flis related, via reciprocity, to the far-field scattered wave amplitude
in state B when observed in the direction of observation ~’= a (Figure 29.3-1).
The corresponding relationships in the time domain and in the complex frequency domain
will be derived separately below.

Time-domain analysis
In the time-domain analysis, the incident uniform plane wave in state A is taken as
Ri;A.
i;A.JA=a { e ,h~ }a(t- asXs/C ,
--r ,l-lp
r
)
with (see Equation (29.1-8))
ht = Y~p,m,kamet,

(29.3-1)

(29.3-2)

in which Y is given by Equation (29.1-9). In the far-field region, the scattered wave in state A
is represented as
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Figure 29.3-1 Configuration for the far-field scattered wave amplitude reciprocity of the time
correlation type.
.~ s;A;oo _. s;A; ....

{ErS;A,H;;A}(x;,) _ t,~r

,"p i(~,t- Ix’l/c) [1 + O([x’[-1)]
4z~lx’l

as kr’l~oo with x’--Ix’l~,

(29.3-3)

in which, on account of ~uations (29.1-24)~29.1-29),
OKS;A;~
E~;A;~ = ~(~r~k- ~r,k)~t~JS;A;~ + 8r, n,j(~n[C)~t~j ,
s;A;~
npS;A;~ =
....rep,m,~m~~ ,

(29.3-4)
(29.3-5)

wi~

[a x~

(29.3-6)
(29.3-7)

d x~aD’

in which (note the orientation of v)
(29.3-8)
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(29.3-9)

Similarly, the incident uniform plane wave in state B is taken as
{E;’;B,///~;B ~ = {erB,hpB~b(,- flsXz/~),

(29.3-10)

with
(29.3-11)

In the far-field region, the scattered wa’~e in state B is represented as
I ~ s;B;*,, ~s;B;,~.

[/~r’’~s;B. s;B.. ,,1_1p ,!,X,t)- tl~r ’"P4:rI:IX,I

as Ix’l~ with x’= Ix’l~,
in which, on account of Equations (29.1-24)-(29.1-29),

(29.3-12)

Ers;B;°~ = [A(~r~k - t~r,k)~tq~5 ~kJs;B;°° + ~r,n,j(~n/C)~tq~?Ks;B;°°, ~

(29.3-13)

H;;B;=- y~.p,m,k~mE~’B;°°,

(29.3-14)

with
" f ;S(x,t~J~
~koJs;s’°’’’ (,~,t)=
~sxslc)dA,
+

(29.3-15)

,I xc-3@

(29.3-16)

in which (note the orientation of v)
-- ~k,m,pVmH~ ,

(29.3-17)

~/~s’,B = _~j,n,rVnErS;B.

(29.3-18)

If the scatterer is penetrable, its electromagnetic properties in state B are assumed to be the
time-reverse adjoint of the ones pertaining to state A. If the scatterer is impenetrable, either of
the two boundary conditions given in Equations (29.1-3) or (29.1-4) applies. These boundary
conditions apply to both state A and state B, and are, therefore, time reverse self-adjoint.
To establish the desired reciprocity relation, we first apply the time-domain reciprocity
theorem of the correlation type Equation (28.3-7) to the total wave fields in the states A and B,
and to the domain Ds occupied by the scatterer. For a penetrable scatterer this yields
+,r,p f I~tn [Ct(ErA,Jt(H?);x,t) - Ct(Jt(ErB)H;;x,t)l dA = O,

(29.3-19)

,I xc-O~

since in the interior of the scatterer the total wave field is source-free. For an impenetrable
scatterer, Equation (29.3-19) holds in view of the boundary conditions upon approaching ~Os
via ~)s’. In Equation (29.3-19) we substitute
=
(29.3-20)
Ht~’}.
and
~ s’B ..i’B

{E?,HpB} = {Eri;B + P-"r’ ,Hp’ + H;;B}.

(29.3-21)
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Next, the time-domain reciprocity theorem of the correlation type is applied to the incident
wave field and to the domain Ds. Since the incident wave field is source-free in the interior of
the scatterer and the embedding is time reverse self-adjoint in its electromagnetic properties,
this leads to
gm,r,p

fx

i;A
i;B
i;B i;A
1)m [C/(E; ,Jt(n~ );x,t) + Ct(Jt(E~ ),H~ ;x,t)] dA = 0.

(29.3-22)

Finally, the time-domain reciprocit), theorem of the correlation type is applied to the scattered
wave field and to the domain Ds. Since the embedding is time reverse self-adjoint in its
electromagnetic properties and the scattered wave field is source-free in the exterior of the
scatterer and satisfies the condition of causality, this leads to
~rn,r,p f l~rn [Ct(ErS;A, Jt(H;"B);x,t) + Ct(Jt(ErS"B),H;"A;x,t)] dA

fx

s;A
s;B
= limA~em,r,p ~(o~)Vm[Ct(E; ,Jt(n~
);x,t)

(29.3-23)

+ Ct(Jt(E~;B),H;;A;x,t)] dA,

where S(O,A) is the sphere of radius A with centre at the origin O of the chosen reference frame.
From Equations (29.3-19)-(29.3-23) we conclude that
~m,r,p

fx

i;A
s;B
l~rn [Ct(Er ,Jt(n~ );x,t)

s;A

i;B

+ Ct(E~ ,Jt(n~ );x,t)

i;B
s;A Ct(Jt(ErS;B)Hip"A;x,t)] dA
+ Ct(Jt(Er ),H~ ;x,t) +

+ limA...~em,r,p

fx

~(o,A)

s;A
s;B
I)m[Ct(Er ,Jt(n~ );x,t)

+ Ct(Jt(Er~;B)H~,;A;x,t)I dA = 0.

(29.3-24)

However, on account of Equations (29.3-10) and (29.3-11), and (29.3-4)-(29.3-9) we have
g’m,r,pc_3~Vm
fx [ Ct(E;
s;A ,Jt(n/~
i;B
i;B s;A+ C,(Jt(E ),n~ ;x,t)] dA
);x,t)
r
= I dr’ ~m,r,p fx I~m [ErS;A(x’t’)h~

+ eBrH;"A(x’t’)] b(t’- flsXs/C- t) dA

c-x3D~

d t’~R

=f b(f~ - t) df~ gm,r,p Pm [ErS"A(x,ft + flsXs[c)hBp +B~.
er s;A..~t
l-lp (x,t + flsXs[C)] dA
~
fx ~D
~ t"~R

= -~u er

s;A;~,
b(t" - t)ItE~.
(fl, t ") dr"
~ t"~R

and on account of Equations (29.3-1) and (29.3-2), and (29.3-13)-(29.3-18)

(29.3-25)
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s’,B i;A
i;A
s;B
[
),H~ ;x,t) + Ct(E; ,Jt(H~, );x,t)] dA
fx ~vm Ct(Jt(E;
=

~t

~

s;B

m,r,p
~ ~

,

A~ s.B. ~

er Hp’ (x,t + asXs/C E~s;B:~’(a’t" t) dt".

a(t")It
=-lu -1
er A I"__
t eR

(29.3-26)

Furthermore, we have
¯
s;A s;B Ct(Jt(ErS;B),H;;A;x,t)]dA
llmzl-~=em,r,p
Vm [Ct(E; ,Jt(n~ );x,t)+
fx ~(o~)
= (4z)-2I dt, em,r, pf~~

s;A;~ , s;B;~, ,

K2~m [Er (~,t)H; (~r,t - 0

dt’eR

+ E:;B;’(~,t’- t)H;;A:~(~,t’)] ~
= (8~)-~(~c)-~ dt

Er’ ’ (~,¢)Er’ ’ (~,t - t) ~,

(29.3-27)

where O is the sphere of unit rufus and center at O. Equations (29.3-24)~29.3-27) lead to the
desired reciprocity relation for the f~-field scattered wave ~plitudes:
-] ~ [ b(t"

er

s;a;* ,,

dr"

~t ~

= -(8~2/4C)-1 f, dt’f

,, s;A;"%~ .,, .. s;B;oo. ~. _,
gr IfiS,t )lZr [,g,t -- t) dA .

(29.3-28)

At this point it is elegant to express the linear relationship that exists between the far-field
scattered wave amplitude and the incident wave field, both in state A and state B. Substitution
of Equations (29.2-28) and (29.2-29) in Equation (29.3-28) and rewriting the convolutions and
the correlation, we obtain
erB Aek,~~t. e~
b(t" - t)

dt" I a(t’)ItSrA.k(fl’a’t"
’
d t’e~

- t’) dt’

AB
+ elc er dr t" eaLa(t") dt"ft
- t- t’) dt’
: " e (t’)ItskB.r(a,t"
’
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: -(8, c) ek er

dv

,~(.(t’)S_k(~,va rA,. - t’) dr’

f t" b(t")SrB"r(~’v- t- t") dt"] dA ,

(29.3-29)

or

eABf,
k er a(t’) [ dt’
~t~

BA[

+ erek

b(t")ItS r,~
(fl, a,t + t" - t’) dt"
dtt"~’.t(.-

a(t’) dt’

d t’ ~(.

=-(~ c)

ek er

(t")ItS (ct,fl, t’- t- t") dt"
~t
" ~g(.b rB, k

a(t’) dr’
d t~R

b(t")

d t"~R

~g2 [ f r~/rA"k(~’V- t’)SrB"r(~’V- t- t") dv]dA " (29.3-30)

Since Equation (29.3-30) has to hold for arbitrary values of e~A, erB, a(t) and b(t), we end up with

=

Sr ,k(~’,V)Sr ,r(~,v- t ) d dA

(29.3-31)

as the final expression of the reciprocity relation under consideration.
Complex frequency-domain analysis
In the complex frequency-domain analysis, the incident uniform plane wave in state A is taken
as

f/i;Al A A ^
{~.i;A
--r ,--p ¯ = {er ,his }a(s) exp(-sasXs/C),

(29.3-32)

with
ht = Yep,m,kamet,

(29.3-33)

in which Y is given by Equation (29.1-9). In the far-field region, the scattered wave in state A
is represented as
As;A .s;A.. , t~s;A;o~/~s;A;oo/ exp(-slx’l/c)[10(ix,l-1)]
+
/~’r ,/-!p J(X,$)=
t--r
(~,S)"’P "

4zlx’l

as Ix’l~oo with x’-Ix’l~,
where, on account of Equations (29.1-61)-(29.1-66),
_.~ ~.~]~;A;~o er,,,,j(s$,/c)d,p~:~;A;oo,~.~
s;A;°°
!~r

= S/tZ(~r~k Ur, k)’~’k

+

(29.3-34)

(29.3-35)
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/_~pS;A’,oo = Z~.p,m,k~rnl~,k
T
,
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(29.3-36)

with
OJ~;h(x,s) exp(s~s&) ~,

(29.3-37)

~;~;~(~,s) = ~x ~Js;A(x’s) exp(s~slc) ~ ’

(29.3-38)

~ ’ ’ (~,s) =

~3D~

in which (note the orientation of v)
~ s;A
= Ek, m,pvmH~ ,
~;A
~s’A
’
~ s;A

~Kj

(29.3-39)
(29.3-40)

= -~,n,r gnEr ’

Sillily, ~e incident unifo~ plane wave in state B is taken as
-r ,’-p , {er ,h~ }~(s) exp(-sflsXs/C),
wi~
h~ = Y~p,m,kflme~.

(29.3-41)
(29.3-42)

In ~e f~-field region, the scattered wave in state B is represented as
{~d;B,~d;B } (X; s):t--r/~ s;B;-,..p ~ s;B;’/,(~,S) exp(-slx’[/c)4glx,i [1 + O([x’l-1)]
as Ix’l~ with x’= Ix’l~,

(29.3-43)

where, on account of ~uafions (29.1-61)-(29.1-66),
’~
_ x k)~k
x~0JS;B;~ ~+ r,n,jtS~n¢C)~
z ~ ¯ x~0KS’B
~d;B;~=s~(~r~k Ur,
j’’,

g s;B;~
s;B; ....
= ~ep,m,g¢mgg
,

(29.3-~)
(29.3-45)

wi~
(¢s) =

OJk (x,s) exp(s~sXs/C) ~ ,

’ ~¢s) =

(29.3-46)

,

in which (note the orientation of v)
= gk,m,pVmH~ ,

(29.3-48)

- s;B
(29.3-49)
0~.s;B = -~,n,rvnEr .
If ~e scatterer is peneffable, its elecffomagnefic propegies in state B ~e assumed to be the
time-reverse adjoint of the ones peffaining to s~te A. If the scatterer is impeneffable, eider of
the two bound~y conditions given in ~uations (29.1-44) or (29.1-45) applies. These boun~y
conNfions apply to bo~ s~te A and state B, and ~e, therefore, time reverse selgadjoint.
To establish ~e desired reciprocity relation, we first apply the complex frequency-domNn
reciprocity ~eorem of ~e time co,elation type Equation (28.5-7) to the totN wave fields in
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the states A and B, and to the domain ~Ds occupied by the scatterer. For a penetrable scatterer
this yields
(29.3-50)
since in the interior of the scatterer the total wave field is source-free. For an impenetrable
scatterer, Equation (29.3-50) holds in view of the boundary conditions upon approaching O~Ds
via ~Ds’. In Equation (29.3-50) we substitute

(29.3-51)
and
/~. s;B m i;B ^ s;B
{!~?,/_~pB} = {/~ri’,B +--r ,1-1p + H~ }.

(29.3-52)

Next, the complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of the time correlation type is applied
to the incident wave field and to the domain ~Ds. Since the incident wave field is source-free in
the interior of the scatterer and the embedding is time reverse self-adjoint in its electromagnetic
properties, this leads to

~x [F r (x.s)H;, (x.-s) +
" i;A ^ i’,B

=.

!;B(x,-S)I21ip;A(x,S)] dA 0

(29.3-53)

Finally, the complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of the time correlation type is
applied to the scattered wave field and to the domain ~9s’. Since the embedding is time reverse
self-adjoint in its electromagnetic properties and the scattered wave field is source-free in the
exterior of the scatterer and satisfies the condition of causality, this leads to

~xc-0
~

^ s;A (x,s)n~
" s;B(x,-s) + E^ s;B
" s;A
Ern,r,p ~)~l)m [E
r
r (x,-s)n~ (x,s)]dA

= lim,4~,,,,em,r,p

^ s;A

^ s;B

~m[Er (x,s)H~ (x,-s) + ~rS;B(x,-s)I2I;"A(x,s)]dA , (29.3-54)

x~(o~)

where S(O,A) is the sphere of radius A with centre at the origin O of the chosen reference frame.
From Equations (29.3-50)-(29.3-54) we conclude that
^ i;A
^ s;B
Em, r,p ~xc_O~Dsl)m [Er (x,s)H[~ )(x,-s) + ~rS"A (x,s)[21ip;B (x,-s)

.’

+ ~;i’B

" s’A

^ s’B

^ i;A

fx

s;B
+ limA~em,r,p ~(O,A)Vm[Er" s;A
(x,s)H~" (x,-s)
" s’B

^ s’A

+ Er’ (X,--s)H~’ (X,S)J dA -"

O.

(29.3-55)

However, on account of Equations (29.3-41) and (29.3-42), and (29.3-35)--(29.3-40) we have
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~Vm r (x,s)H~ (x,-s) /~,i;B
= Era,r,p
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"s;A

~x

^ s;A
B B " s;A
Vm [E
r (x,s)h~ + er H~ (x,s)] !~(-s) exp(sflsXs/C) dA

B " " s’A;~
= (six)-1erb(-s)E
r’ (fl, s)

(29.3-56)

and on account of Equations (29.3-32) and (29.3-33), and (29.3-44)-(29.3-49)
Bm,r,p

fx

^ s;B
"i;A(x,s)+E^ i;A(x,s)H~
^ s;B (x,-s)]dA
Vm[Er (x,-s)H/
r

= 8m,r,p,If x~O@Vm[E^rs;B
(x,-s)h’pA+A¢,s;B,
er np (x,-s)j ~(s) exp(-sasxs/c) dA
-1eA^a(s)E
^ s;B’ (a,-s).
= (six)
r
r

(29.3-57)

Furthermore, we have
Vm IEr (x,s)H~ (x,-s) +

hmA..oo~.m,r,p
= (4;0-2 8m,r,P

~.ei2~m

. ¢. s;A;~,. ,. .1
[l~rS"A""’(~,s)lr~I;;B""’(~,--S) + ,~
1~r s;B;oo,,.
!,g,--S)l-lp
(¢S,s)j dA

= (8:t2)-l(ixc)-I f /~rS;A;°°(~,s)!~rS;B;°°(~’,-s) dA,

(29.3-58)

where 12 is the sphere of unit radius and centre at O. Equations (29.3-55)-(29.3-58) lead to the
desired reciprocity relation for the far-field scattered wave amplitudes:
s;B.oo,
.
eBr~2(--S)~rS;A;°°(fl, s) +A,,..~
er a(s)~
r ’ (a,--s)
t2Er ’ (~’slEr’ ’ (~’-s)dA.
= --(8zt2)-l(s/c) fee ^ s;A’~ ^ s.B’oo

(29.3-59)

At this point it is, again, elegant to express the linear relationship that exists between the far-field
scattered wave amplitude and the incident wave field, both in state A and state B. Substitution
of Equations (29.2-59) and (29.2-60) in Equation (29.3-59) yields
^A

B A^ ^

^B

A B^ ^

Sr, k(fl, a,s)er ek b(-s)a(s) + Sk, r(a,fl,-s)ek era(s)b(-s)
=-(Szr ) (s/c)ekera(s)b(-s) ~Sr,k(~,a,s)Sr,r(~,fl,-s)dA.

(29.3-60)

~Taking into account that Equation (29.3-60) has to hold for arbitrary values of ek~, er~, ~(s) and
b(-s), we end up with
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= -(s/Saz2c)

B

dA

J x=g2~r,,k(~,a,S)~r,,r(~,fl,_s)A

(29.3-61)

as the final expression of the complex frequency-domain reciprocity property under consideration.
In a theoretical analysis the reciprocity relations derived in this section serve as an important
check on the correctness of the analytic solutions as well as on the accuracy of numerical
solutions to scattering problems. Note, however, that the reciprocity relations are necessary
conditions to be satisfied by the scattered wave field (in the far-field region), but their
satisfaction does not guarantee correctness of a total analytic solution or a certain accuracy of
a total numerical solution. In a physical experiment, the redundancy induced by the reciprocity
relations can be exploited to reduce the influence of noise on the quality of the observed data.

Exercises
Exercise 29.3-1
Show that Equation (29.3-61) follows from Equation (29.3-27) by taking the time Laplace
transform.

29.4 An energy theorem about the far-field forward scattered wave
amplitude
A special case arises when in the reciprocity relations of the time correlation type derived in
Section 29.3, state A and state B are taken to be identical states. Since the superscripts A and B
are then superfluous, they will be omitted in the present section.

Time-domain version of the energy theorem
In the time-domain version of the theorem we start from Equation (29.3-19), take state A
identical to state B, and consider the result at zero correlation time shift. Furthermore, for the
case of an electromagnetically penetrable scatterer, the medium occupying the scattering
domain ~Ds is no longer assumed to be time reverse self-adjoint, i.e. it may have non-zero
electromagnetic losses. Thus, we are led to consider the expression
~ra, r,p
I vmCt(Er,Jt(ap);x,O) dA = ~ra r p I vmCt(Jt(Er)’ap;x’O)
,t xc--c3~

’ ’J

= f t dtt Em’r’P ~x VmEr(X’t’)Hp(x’t’) dA =-Wa’

(29.4-1)
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where
wa= f t,~a(t’)dt’

(29.4-2)

is the total electromagnetic energy absorbed by the scatterer and
P a(t’) = -em’r’P ,lxfc-b~vmEr(x’t’)Hp(x’t’) dA

(29.4-3)

is the instantaneous electromagnetic power absorbed by the scatterer. (Note that the minus sign
in front of the integral sign on the right-hand side of Equation (29.4-3) is due to the fact that
power absorption by the scatterer is effected by an inward power flow, while ~’m points away
from the scatterer.)
Next, we substitute in the right-hand side of Equation (29.4-3) the relation
{Er,Hp}= {E~I + ErS ,H~i H;}+ ,

(29.4-4)

and observe that the incident wave dissipates no net energy upon traversing the domain Ds
occupied by the scatterer, which domain has then the electromagnetic medium properties of the
lossless embedding. Hence, with
i t i
,
pi(t’) =-Era,r,p [ VmE~ (x,t )H~(x,t ) dA
~
d xc--~

(29.4-5)

as the instantaneous electromagnetic power that the incident wave carries across O~Ds towards
the domain 9s, we have
Wi = f, P i(t’)dt’ = 0.
a t~
Furthermore, with the uniform incident plane wave
ii
{ E ~ ,H~ } (x,t) = { e r,hp } a( t - ¢~ sXs/C ) ,

(29.4-6)

(29.4-7)

for which
hp = Yep,m,ramer,

(29.4-8)

we have, upon using Equations (29.3-4)-(29.3-9),

l

i , s ,
s , i ,
[ dt’ gm,r,p
I~m[E;(x,t )a~(x,t )+ Er(X,t )a~(x,t )IdA
a t" ~R
~a~
= ~-ler

dr’.
_
[, a(t’)ItE~;~(a,t’)
~ t~R

(29.4-9)

Finally, the total electro~gnetic energy carried by the scattered wave across ~Ds tow~ds the
em~d~ng is in~oduced as
wS=It,~:s(t’)dt’,

(29.4-10)
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Figure 29.4-I Electromagnetic scattering configuration for the time-domain energy theorem about
the far-field forward scattered wave amplitude.

where
pS(t’) = ~m,r,p f

H~(x,t
) dA
,)

d x~-~D sVmErS(x,t

s,

(29.4-11)

is the instantaneous electromagnetic power that the scattered wave carries across 3Ds towards
the embedding.
Combining Equations (29.4-1)-(29.4-6) and (29.4-9)-(29.4-11) we end up with
Wa + Ws= -bt-ler f, a(t’)ItE~;~’(a,t’)dt’.
~ t~R

(29.4-12)

Equation (29.4-12) is the desired time-domain energy relation. It relates the sum of the
electromagnetic energies absorbed and scattered by the object to the scattered wave amplitude
in the far-field region, for observation of this wave in the direction ~’ = a of propagation of the
incident plane wave, i.e. in the "forward" direction, or "behind" the scatterer (Figure 29.4-1).
It is noted that for a lossless electromagnetically penetrable scatterer we have Wa = 0. Also,
a
W = 0 for an impenetrable scatterer, since the right-hand side of Equation (29.4-3) then
vanishes in view of the pertaining boundary conditions (Equation (29.1-3) or Equation
(29.1-4)). Note also that in the derivation of the result we have nowhere used the linearity in
the electromagnetic behaviour of the scatterer. Therefore, Equation (29.4-12) also holds for
non-linear electromagnetic scatterers, subject to the condition, of course, that the embedding
retains its linear properties.
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Complex frequency-domain version of the energy theorem

In the complex frequency-domain version of the theorem we start from Equation (29.3-50) and
take state A identical to state B. Furthermore, for the case of an electromagnetically penetrable
scatterer the medium occupying the scattering domain ~Ds is no longer assumed to be time
reverse self-adjoint, i.e. it may have non-zero electromagnetic losses. Thus, we are led to
consider the expression
~ Em,r,pJx I~m [Er(x’s)Hp(x’-s) + ~’r(X’-s)I?-IP(X’$)] dA = _/3 a(s),

(29.4-13)

where the symbol on the right-hand side has been chosen for reasons of equivalence with
Equation (29.4-3) and the factor (¼) has been included because of the equivalence with the
time-averaged power flow over a period for sinusoidally in time varying wave fields. It must
be stressed, however, that/3 a(s) is not the time Laplace transform of P a(t).
In the left-hand side of Equation (29.4-13) we now substitute the relation
^^ =
^s ^ i+
/~s} + , (29,4-14)
and observe that
1
f
4 Em’r’PJx

--

^i
^i
^i
^i
O,
I:m[Er(x’s)H:(x’-s) + Er(x,-g)Hi(x,g)] dA
:

(29.4-15)

since the medium in the embedding has been assumed to be time reverse self-adjoint.
Furthermore, with the uniform incident plane wave
^i "i

{ Er,H~ } (x,s) = { er,hp }~(s) exp(-sasXs/C) ,

(29.4-16)

for which
(29.4-17)

hp-" Y~p,rn,rO~mer,

we have, upon using Equations (29.3-35)-(29.3-40),
1

f

^i

^s

~ Em’r’PJx

=-~1 (s!t)-ler~t(S)~rS.,~,(a,_s)

,

(29.4-18)

with a similar result for s replaced by -s. Finally, we introduce, by analogy with Equation
(29.4-10), the quantity
^s
+
^s
pm[~Sr(X,s)H~(x,-s)
"s
Er(X,-s)H~(x,s)]dA

/3s(S)= ~’m,r,p

(29.4-19)

x~O~
that is associated with the electromagnetic power carried by the scattered wave.
Combining Equations (29.4-13)-(29.4-15) and (29.4-18) and (29.4-19), we end up with

/3 a(s) +/3 S(s) = _

1 (s~)-ler[?t(s)~Sr;OO(a,_s)_ ~(_s)~:;oo(a,s)].

(29.4-20)
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Equation (29.4-20~) is the desired complex frequency-domain energy relation. It relates the sum
of the quantities P a(s) and/3 S(s) to the scattered wave amplitude in the far-field region for
observation of this wave in the direction of propagation of the incident plane wave, i.e. in the
"forward" direction, or "behind" the scatterer.
It is noted that for a lossless electromagnetically penetrable scatterer we have/3 a = 0. Also,
/3 a = 0 for an impenetrable scatterer, since the right-hand side of Equations (29.4-13) vanishes
in view of the pertaining boundary conditions (Equations (29.1-44) or Equation (29.1-45)). For
imaginary values of s, i.e. for s =jw, with w~R,, Equation (29.4-20) is known as the "extinction
cross-section theorem". Note that in the complex frequency-domain result (contrary to the
corresponding time-’domain result) the linearity in the electromagnetic behaviour of the
scatterer has implicitly been used since the space-time wave quantities have been represented,
through the Bromwich integral, as a (linear) superposition of exponential time functions.
References to the earlier literature on the subject can be found in De Hoop (1984) and De
Hoop (1959).

Exercises

Exercise 29.4-1

Consider, in the complex frequencxv-domain energy relation Equation (29.4-20), the case s =
jc0. Observe that the quantities p a(s) as introduced in Equation (29.4-13) and/3S(s) as
introduced in Equation (29.4-19) have the property/3 a(s) =/3 a(-s) and/3 S(s) =/3 S(-s) in the
common domain of regularity of both the left-hand and the right-hand sides. As a consequence,
/3 a(jw) and/3 s(jw) are real-valued for corR. Next, introduce the quantity
g i(s) = 1~ ceerer~(S)~(-s)

(29.4-21)

that is associated with the electromagnetic power flow density in the incident wave. Also,
~ i(s) = ~ i(-s) in the common domain of regularity of both the left-hand and the right-hand
sides, and hence, also ,~ i(jw) is real-valued for co~. Furthermore, let
6 a(s) =/3 a(s)/~ i(s)

(29.4-22)

denote the complex frequency-domain absorption cross-section of the scattering object and
6 S(s) =/3 S(s)/;~ i(s)

(29.4-23)

its scattering cross-section. Note that 6 a(s) = 6 a(--s) and 6 S(s) = 6 S(-s) in the common domain
of regularity of both the left-hand and the right-hand sides, which entails that6 a(jo)) and 6 s(jo))
are real-valued for o9~. Show that, for s = jw, with co~, Equation (29.4-20) leads to
c Im[era(-jW)Er (a, jw)]
6 a(jco) + 6 sQjw) = -"
co
ererl?t(jw)[2

(29.4-24)

Equation (29.4-24) is known as the extinction cross-section theorem (De Hoop 1959). (Note:
Extinction cross-section = absorption cross-section + scattering cross-section.)
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29.5 The Neumann expansion in the integral equation formulation of the
scaffering by a penetrable object
In this section we discuss the Neumann expansion in the integral equation formulation of the
scattering problem. The expansion is an analytic procedure that applies to a penetrable
scatterer. The procedure is iterative in nature and is expected to converge for sufficiently low
contrast of the scatterer with respect to its embedding.

Time-domain analysis
In the time-domain presentation of the method we start from Equations (28.9-5) and
(28.9-20)--(28.9-23), which, through combination of the time convolutions, we write for the
present configuration as
EJs
[btCt(Gr,tc,%r, ef(t)6k,
r’,Er’;X,X,t)

i,
’ = E;(x,t)
Er(x,t)
+f

v forx, R3,

+

(29.5-1)

and
Hp(x , t) = g[~(x , t) +’

OtCt( G~,k ,ek, r,

x~D~

- ~( t)dk, r, ,Er,;X ,x,t)

HK s

For x’~Ds, Equations (29.5-1) and (29.5-2) constitute a system of line~ integral equations of
the second kind to be solved for {Er,Hp} for x~Ds and t~R, and with {E~,H~} as forcing terms.
To solve these equations analytically, an iterative procedure, known as the Neumann expansion
is set up. The successive steps in this procedure will be labelled by integer superscripts enclosed
by brackets ([...]). The procedure is initialised by putting
Er[0] = E~~ for x’~R3,
(29.5-3)
Hp[0] = H~ for x’~R3.

(29.5-4)

Next, the procedure is updated through
Er[n+l](x~,t) = f

,Ix

EJ s

- eO(t)Ok,,r[,n]
,Er, ;x,x,t)
[btCt(Gr,k ,e~,r,

-~..-, ..-,EK s ,

+ ott~A~r,j ,/uj,p - ~,(t)~,j,p,,,~p,];x’,x,t)j
for x’~3 and n = 0,1,2, etc.
and

dV
(29.5-5)
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,r-/~ s

+
for

,

[;] ,

dV

X’ES~,3 and n = 0,1,2, etc.

(29.5-6)

As can be inferred from these updating equations, the terms of order In + 1] can be expected
to be "smaller" than their counterparts of order [n], provided that the contrast quantities are
"small enough". On account of this, it can be conjectured that for sufficiently small contrast of
the scatterer with respect to its embedding the procedure is convergent and we can put
Er= Z E:n] for x’ER3,
n=0

(29.5-7)

Hp=Z Hipn] forx’~3.

(29.5-8)

n=O

Assuming that the series on the right-hand sides of Equations (29.5-7) and (29.5-8) are
uniformly convergent, it can easily be proved that {Er,Hp } as defined by these equations indeed
satisfy Equations (29.5-1) and (29.5-2). To this end we observe that
fx

EJ s
-,.-, ..-,EK s ,
[atCt(Gr, k ,gk, r’- °~(t)t~k,r’,Er’;x~,x,t) + OttJt(t’rr, j ,flj,p -/a~(t)~j,p’,np’;X;x,t)1 dV
atCt(G ,gkS, r, - g_~(t)(}k,r,,Z E~
e~f
n=O

=

EK S

,,
+ OtCt(Gr, j ,tzj,p,- lu~(t)6j,p, [,n].
,H~ ,x,x,t)]
dV

E:n+l](x;t) = Z E:m](x;t)- E:0](x;’) = Er(X;t)- E:(x,t) for x’eR3,

=

(29.5-9)

and

~x~

HJ s
,
s, flj,p -/~(t)t~j,p,,Hp,;X;x,t)] dV
[OtCt( G~,k ,ek,r, - o~(t)t~k,r,,Er,;X ,X,t) + OtCt( GpH, jK,

=

HJ s
~tet(G:,k,~k,r,- eO(t)Ok, r,,Z E:,n];x’,x,t)

n=O
HK s
[n] ,
+ atCt(G:,j ,/Zj,p,- IzO(t)~)j,p,,Z H:, ;x,x,t) dV
n=O
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(29.5-10)
where Equations (29.5-3)-(29.5-8) have been used and the interchange of the summations with
respect to n and the integrations with respect to x is justified by the assumed uniform
convergence of the series expansions. Equations (29.5-9) and (29.5-10) are evidently identical
to Equations (29.5-1) and (29.5-2), and, hence, the expansions given in Equations (29.5,7) and
(29.5-8) indeed solve the problem.
Complex frequency-domain analysis
In the complex frequency-domain presentation of the method we start from Equations (28.9-28)
and (28.9-43)-(28.9-46), which are combined to
^i , ~x {^FA , ^s

^

J~r(Xt, S)’" Er (x ,s) at,k (x ,x,s)[~]k,r,(X,s)- sg(~k,r,] Er,(X,s)

^EK ~
~s ,
+ G~j
(x,x,s)[~j,p
(x,s)-s~j,p,]~p,(X,s)} dV forx’~3, (29.5-11)

and
~i

"HJ ,

~s

~p(X] S) = Ufi(x,S)~x¢~ {G;,k (x ,x,s) [~k,r,(X,s) - SgOk, r,j ~r,(X,s)
~ ,
+ ~HK.
Up,j tx,x,s)[~j~p,(X,s)-s~j,p,]~p,(X,s)}
dV forx’~3. (29.5-12)

For x’~ ~s, Equations (29.5-11) and (29.5-12) constitute a system of linear integral equations
of~e second Nnd to be solved for {~r,~p} for x~s, and with "i ~{Ei
r,H~ } as forcing te~s. The
Neumann procedure to solve these equations is initialised by putting
~]0] : ~;r for x,~3,

(29.5-13)

~0] = ~ for x,~3.

(29.5-14)

Next, the procedure is updated ~rough
.s
=
~n+l](x’,S) [ {~J(x’,X,S)[~k,r,(X,S)
, ~]
~
J x~9
~S
+ ur, j tx,x,s)

- SeOk.r ]Er (x,s)

-

for x’~3 and n = 0,1,2, etc.

(29.5-15)
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and
H/~^ [n+l] _,(x,s) = f {~pH, kJ(x~,X,s) [rlk, r,(X,s),,s _
d x~

for x’~R3 and n = 0,1,2, etc.

(29.5-16)

Assuming that the procedure is convergent, we can put
J~r=Z J~r[n] forx’~.3,

(29.5-17)

n=O
(29.5-18)
Assuming that the series on the right-hand sides ~of ~Equations (29.5-17) and (29.5-18) are
uniformly convergent, it can easily be proved that {Er,Hp } as defined by these equations indeed
satisfy Equations (29.5-11) and (29.5-12). To this end we observe that

= Z J~?+I](x’$)=Z /~p](X,S)- !~r[O](x,s) = ~r(X,S)
^i
-Er(x,s
) for X’+~
n---’O
m=O

(29.5-19)

and
^s
,~ HK, , ,
~Ds{~pH, kJ(xt, x,$) [r]k,r,(X,S) -s~(~k,r,] ~r,(X,S) + Lrp,j (X,X,S) [~jS, p,(X,S) - $/~j,p’] /Qp,(X,s)} dW
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(29.5-20)
where Equations (29.5-13) - (29.5-18) have been used and the interchange of the summations
with respect to n and the integrations with respect to x is justified by the assumed uniform
convergence of the series expansions. Equations (29.5-19) and (29.5-20) are evidently identical
to Equations (29.5-11) and (29.5-12), and, hence, the expansions given in Equations (29.5-17)
and (29.5-18) indeed solve the problem.
The construction of convergence criteria for the Neumann expansion is complicated by the
singularities of the Green’s functions. For the simpler case of the scattering problem associated
with the scalar wave equation, a convergence criterion has been derived (De Hoop 1991).
The nth term in the Neumann expansion is also known as the nth Rayleigh-Gans-Born
approximation.

29.6 Far-field plane wave scattering in the first-order Rayleigh-Gans-Born
approximation; time-domain analysis and complex frequency-domain
analysis for canonical geometries of the scattering object
In this section the far-field plane wave scattering in the first-order Rayleigh-Gans-Born
approximation is investigated further. In particular, closed-form analytic expressions are
derived for the far-field scattered wave amplitude associated with the plane wave scattering by
a homogeneous object in the shape of an ellipsoid, a rectangular block, an elliptical cylinder of
finite height, an elliptical cone of finite height, or a tetrahedron. A structure consisting of the
union of the listed objects can, in the first-order Rayleigh-Gans-Bom approximation, be dealt
with by superposition.

Time-domain analysis
In the time-domain analysis, the expressions for the scattered wave amplitude in the far-field
region in the first-order Rayleigh-Gans-Born approximation follow, with the use of Equations
(29.1-5), (29.1-17)-(29.1-21), and (29.5-3) and (29.5-4) as (Figure 29.6-1)
El,’ (l~,t) = c-2(~r~k - br, k)Ak, r,(~/c - a/c,t)er,
1/2-2
+ er, n,j(tz/~) c ~nAj,p (~/c-a/c,t)hp,,

(29.6-1)

H~’ (~,t) = Yep,m,lc~mE~;~(~,t) ,

(29.6-2)

where
/~

s

t
Ak, r,(U,t) = dV [~k,r,(X,t )/~ - d(t’)dk,
r,] 02ta(t- t’ + UsXs) dr’

(29.6-3)
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29.6-1 Far-field plane wave scattering in the first-order Rayleigh-Gans-Born approximation.

and
Ajfp,(U,t) = dV [lZj,p,(X,t )/#- O(t’)dij.p,] ~2ta(t- t’ + usxs) dr’.
d x~9~ Jt’---O

(29.6-4)

Note .that these scattered wave amplitudes depend in their directional characteristics only on
the difference ~/c - a/c between the slowness ~/c in the direction of observation ~" and the
slowness a/c in the direction of propagation of the incident uniform plane wave. This property
only holds in the first-order Rayleigh-Gans-Bom approximation and is not exact.
For a homogeneous object, Equations (29.6-3) and (29.6-4) reduce to
~

Ak, r,(tt,t) =

S

t

~

[gk, r,(t )/~ - r}(t

r(u,t - t’) dr’

(29.6-5)

and
Ajfp,(tt,t) =

[/Aj,p,(t )lit- ~(t )~j,p,] ]a(tt,t- it) dr’,

(29.6-6)

in which

r(u,t) = [

a2ta(t + UsXs) dV

(29.6-7)
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is the time-domain shape factor corresponding to the domain ~Ds occupied by the scatterer. From
Equation (29.6-7) it immediately follows that for ~/c = a/c, i.e. for observation "behind" the
scatterer or "forward scattering", we have
l’(O,t) = vSO2ta(t) ,
(29.6-8)
where Vs is the volume of the scatterer. Note, again, that Equation (29.6-8) only holds in the
first-order Rayleigh-Gans-Born approximation, and is not exact.
Below, we shall derive for a number of canonical geometries of the scatterer, closed-form
analytic expressions for the shape factor F = F(u,t).
Ellipsoid
Let the scattering ellipsoid be defined by (see Equation (A.9-21) and Figure 29.6-2)
~DS = {x~3 ;O <~ (xl/ax)2 + (x2/a2)2 + (x3/a3)2 < 1}.

(29.6-9)

Its volume is
V s = (4z~/3)a la2a3.

(29.6-10)

In the integral on the right-hand side of Equation (29.6-7) we introduce the dimensionless
variables
(29.6-11)
Yl = xl/al, Y2 = x2/a2, Y3 = x31a3
as the variables of integration. In y-space, the domain of integration is then the unit ball
{y~3; 0~<y~ + y~ + y~ < 1 }. The integration over this unit ball is carried out with the aid of
spherical polar coordinates {r,O,dp}, with 0~<r<l, 0~<0~<z~, 0~<~b<2~, about the vector
ulali(1) + u2a2i(2) + u3a3i(3) as polar axis. Then
(29.6-12)
UsXs = UlX1 + u2x2 + u3x3 = (Ulal)y1 + (u2a2)y2 + (u3a3)y3 = Ur cos(0),

~/c

¯

I

I~igure 99.6-9 Scatterer in the shape of an ellipsoid.
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where
(29.6-13)

U=[(ulal)2 + (u2a2)2 + (u3a3)2]l/2>~O ,

while
2.

dV = alaza3r sin(0) dr dO d~b.

(29.6-14)

The integration then runs as follows:
!"(u,t) = ala:za3
= 2~ala2a3

dr
r2 dr

sin(0) dO

O2ta [t + Ur cos(0)] dq~

O~a It + Ur cos(O)] sin(O) dO

= 2~alaaa3U-1 [O~a (t + Ur)- O,a(t- Ur)]r dr
= 2~ala2a3 {U-2a(t + U) - U-3 [Ita(t + U) - Ira(t)]
+ U-2a(t- U) + U-3 [Ita(t- U) - Ita(t)]}
= (3vS/2) {U-2[a(t + U)+ a(t- U)]- U-3 [Ita(t + U-) - Ita(t- U)]}. (29.6-15)
By using the Taylor expansion of the right-hand side about U = 0 and taking the limit US0, it
can be verified that the result is in accordance with Equation (29.6-8).

Rectangular block

Let the scattering domain be the rectangular block defined by (see Equation (A.9-14) and Figure
29.6-3)
~DS = {x~3 ; -a l < x l < al , -a2 < x2 < a2, -a3 < x3 < a3 } .

(29.6-16)

Its volume is given by
V s = 8ala2a3.

(29.6-17)

In the integral on the right-hand side of Equation (29.6-7) we introduce the dimensionless
variables
(29.6-18)
Yl = xl/al, Y2 = x2/a2, Y3 = x31a3
as the variables of integration. In y-space the domain of integration is then the cube
{y~3 ; -1 <Yl < 1, -1 <y2< 1, -1 <Y3 < 1 } with edge lengths 2. With
U1 = Ulal, U2 = u2a2, U3 = u3a3,
furthermore, we have

(29.6-19)
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Figure 29.6-3 Scatterer in the shape of a rectangular block.

UsXs = UlX1 + U2X2 + u3x3
= (Ulal)Y1 + (u2a2)Y2 + (u3a3)Y3 = UlY1 + U2Y2 + U3y3,

(29.6-20)

while
(29.6-21)

dV = alaza3 dy1 dy2 dy3.

The integration then runs as follows:
l"(u,t) = alaza3

dy2

dy3
3 = -1

=ala2a3u~l~ 3 = -1

2=-1

O~ta(t + gl yl + U2y2 + U3y~) dyl
1=-1

dy3
[~ta(t + U1 +U2Y2 + U3Y3)
~ 2=-1

-~ta(t- U1 + U2Y2 + U3Y3)] dy2

=ala2a~(UlU2)-1

[a(t + UI +U2 + U~y~)-a(t + U1- U2 + U3Y~)
3 =.-1

-a(t- U1 + U2 + U~y~) + a(t- U1 - U2 + U~y3)] dy~
= ala2a~(U1U2U~)-1 [Ita(t + U1 +U2 + U~) - Ita(t + U1 + U2 - U3)
- Ita(t + U1 - U2 + U~) + Ita(t + U1 - U2- U~) - Ira(t- U1 +U2 + U~)
+ Ira(t- U1 + U2 - U3) + Ira(t- U1 - U2 + U3) - Ira(t- U1 - U2 - U~)]. (29.6-22)
Special cases occur for either U~--~0, U2--~0, and/or U3--~0. The corresponding limits easily
follow from Equation (29.6-22) by using the pertaining Taylor expansions in the right-hand
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side. In particular, it can be verified that for U1----~0 and U2----~0 and U3---~0 the result is
accordance with Equation (29.6-8).
Elliptical cylinder of finite height
Let the elliptical cylinder of finite height be defined by (Figure 29.6-4)
2222+xz/a2< 1, -h<x3<h .
Ds ={.r
~R3; 0 <~Xl[a
1
}

(29.6-23)

Its volume is
V s = 2,rr, alazh"

(29.6-24)

In the integral on the right-hand side of Equation (29.6-7) we introduce the dimensionless
variables .
Yl = xl/al, Y2 = x2/a2, Y3 = x3/h

(29.6-25)

as the variables of integration. Iny-space, the domain of integration is then the Cartesian product
of the unit disk A 2 = { (y 1 ,Y2) ~.2; 0 ~< y ~2 + y22 < 1 } and the interval {y3 ~9~ ; - 1 < Y3 < 1 } along
the axis of the cylinder. Then, with
U1 = ula1, U2 = u2a2, U3 = u3h,

(29.6-26)

we have
UsXs = UlX1 + u2x2 + u3x3
= (Ulal)Yl + (u2a2)Y2 + (u3h)y3 = U1Yl + U2Y2 + U3Y3,

(29.6-27)

while
dV= ala2h dyI dy2 dy3.

(29.6-28)

~ incident
¯...., ,,,~ane wave

Figure 29.6-4 Scatterer in the shape of an elliptic cylinder of finite height.
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The integration then runs as follows:
12

~(u,t)=ala2hf

d(yl,Y2)~A2

dyl dy2 f ~ta(t+UlYl+U2Y2+U3Y3)dY3
d y3=-I

[Ota(t + Ul Yl + U2Y2 + U3)
= ala2hU~11
J (yl,y2)~zl2
- Ota(t + UlYl + U2Y2 - U3)] dyl dy2’

(29.6-29)

Next, we observe that
Ota(t + Uly1 + U2Y2 + U3)= 02tIta(t + Uly1 + U2y2 + U3)
+
2 -1 2 O~2)Ita(t+ UlYl+U2Y2U3)
for U? + U~ ~ O. (29.6-30)
: (U? + U;~)(0;1+
Now, applying Gauss’ divergence theorem to the integration over A 2, we obtain
f (y (~~ + ~2yz)Ita(t + U1Yl + U2Y2 ± U3) dYl dY2
1,yz)~A
= fd (Yl,Y2)~C z(,Yl~)y~ + YZOyz)Ita(t + U1Yl + U2Y2 4- U3) do

=f
(UlY1 + U2Y2)a(t+ Uly1 + U2y2 4- U3) dcr,
¢ Oq,y2)~cz

(29.6-31)

where do is the elementary arc length along the unit circle C2 that forms the closed boundary
of the unit disk A 2, and where we have used the property that the unit vector along the normal
to C2 pointing away from A 2 is given by v = yli(1) + y21(2). In the integral on the right-hand
side of Equation (29.6-31) we introduce the polar coordinates { r,0 }, with r = 1 and 0 ~< 0 < 2a:,
about the vector Uli(1) + U2i(2) as polar axis, as the variables of integration. This yields

f

(UlYl+U2Y2)a(t+UlYl+U2Y24-U3)do

(yl,Y2)~C2

=

U cos(0)a It + U cos(0) + U3)] dO,

(29.6-32)

where
"2\ 1/Z
U= (U12 + u2)
--- ~0.

(29.6-33)

Collecting the results, we end up with
r(u,t) = ala2hU-1U~~

cos(O) { a [t + U cos(O) + U~]

- a [t + U cos(0) - U~]} dO.

(29.6-34)

Special cases occur for U~,0 and/or U~--~0. The corresponding limits easily follow from
Equation (29.6-34) by using the pertaining Taylor expansions in the right-hand side. In
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particular, it can be verified that for U~0 and U3---~0 the result is in accordance with Equation
(29.6-8).
Elliptical cone of finite height
Let the elliptical cone of finite height be defined by (Figure 29.6-5)
222222
~Ds X~!p~3; O<~xl[al+x2]a2<x3/h,
0<x3<h .
={
}

(29.6-35)

Its volume is
V s = ar, alazh/3.

(29.6-36)

In the integral on the right-hand side of Equation (29.6-7) we introduce the dimensionless
variables
Yl = xl[al, Y2 = xz]a2, Y3 = x3/h

(29.6-37)

as the variables of integration. In y-space, the domain of integration is then {y~3; 0~<y12 + y22
< y~, 0 < Y3 < 1 }. Then, with
U1 = ula1, U2 = u2a2, U3 = u3h,

(29.6-38)

we have
UsXs = UlX1 + U2X2 + u3x3

= (Ulal)Yl + (u2a2)Y2 + (u3h)y3 = U1Yl + U2Y2 + U3Y3,

(29.6-39)

while
dV= ala2h dy1 dy2 dy3.

(29.6-40)

.,,

i(1)

~

incident
,,~ne wave

i(2)

Figure 29.6-5 Scatterer in the shape of an elliptic cone of finite height.
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The integration then runs as follows:
~’(u,t) = ala2h f l

I

dy~2ta(t+
+
3

d (yl,Y2)~.A2(y3)

d Y3=O

UlY1 U2y2 + U3Y3) dy1 dy2 (29.6-41)
,

where d 2(y3) = { (yl,Y2)~R2; 0~<yl2 + y22 <y~} is the circular disk of radius Y3. With a reasoning
similar to that used in Equations (29.6-30)-(29.6-32), we obtain
~2ta(t + Ul y1 + U2Y2 + U3Y3) dYl dYE
1,Y2)~A~Y3)

- U-ly3

cos(¢)Ota[t + gy3cos(¢) + U3y~]d¢,

(29.6-42)

in which
U= (U~ + U~)~/2 >~ 0.

(29.6-43)

Furthermore,
f ~ Y3~ta It + Uy3 cos(C) + U3Y3] dy3
3=0
= [U COS(0) + U3]-la It + U COS(0) + U3]

-[U cos(0) + U3]-2 {Ita It + U cos(0) + U3]- Ita(t)}.

(29.6-44)

Collecting the results, we end up with
r(u,t) = ala2hU-1

cos(0) { [U cos(0) + U~]-la [t + U cos(0) + Ua]

-[U cos(0) + U3]-2 {Ita [t + U cos(0) + U3]- Ira(t))} dO.

(29.6-45)

Special cases occur for U+0 and/or U3--~0. The corresponding limits easily follow from
Equation (29.6-45) by using the pertaining Taylor expansions in the right-hand side. In
particular, it can be verified that for U+0 and U3--~0 the result is in accordance with Equation
(29.6-8).

Tetrahedron

Let the tetrahedron be defined by (see Equation (A.9-17) and Figure 29.6-6)
DS .-.

3
I=0

0<2(/)<1, E/~(/)= 1 ,
I=0

(29.6-46)
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x(3)

x(O)
x(1)
Figure 29.6-6

Scatterer in the shape of a tetrahedron (3-simplex).

in which {x(O),x(1),x(2),x3(3)} are the position vectors of the vertices and {2(0), 2(1),
2(2),2(3)} are the barycentric coordinates. Its volume is (see Equations (A.10-29) and
(A.10-33))
vS = det Ix(1 ) - x(0),x(2) - x(1 ),x(3) - x(2)]/6.

(29.6-47)

In the integral on the right-hand side of Equation (29.6-7) we replace 2(0) by 1 -2(1) 2(2)- 2(3) and introduce {2(1),2(2),2(3)} as the (dimensionless) variables of integration. In
{2(1),~(2),,~(3)} space the domain of integration is then {0<4(1)< 1, 0<2(2)< 1 -~,(1),
0 <4(3) < 1 - 4(1) - 4(2)}. Then, with
U(1) = UsXs(1) for I = 0, 1, 2, 3,

(29.6-48)

we have
usxs = 2(0) U(0) + 2(1)U(1) + 2(2)U(2) + 2(3)U(3)
= [1 - 4(1) - 4(2) - 2(3)] U(0) + 2(1)U(1) + 2(2)U(2) + 2(3)U(3)
= U(0) + [U(1) - U(0)] 4(1) + [U(2) - U(0)] 4(2) + [U(3) - U(0)] 2(3), (29.6-49)
while; with the Jacobian (see Equation (A. 10-31))
~(xl’x2’x3) - 6Vs,
~[2(1),2(2),2(3)1
the elementary volume is expressed as
dV = 6Vs dR(l) dR(2) dR(3).
After some lengthy, but elementary, calculations it is found that

(29.6-50)

(29.6-51)
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1

~’(u,t) = 6Vs U(O) - U(1) U(O) - U(2) U(O) - U(3)Ita It + U(O)]

1
1
1
+
Ita [t + U(1)]
U(1)- U(O) U(1)- U(2) U(1) - U(3)
1
1
1
+
Ira [t + U(2)]
U(2) - U(O) U(2) - U(1) U(2) - U(3)
+

]
1
1
1
Ita [t + U(3)]I ’
U(3) - U(O) U(3)- U(1) U(3)- U(2)

(29.6-52)

In a symmetrical fashion, this result can be written as
3

?’(u’t) = 6vS g(l) - U(]) U(l) U(K) g(I) U(L) Ita [t + U(/)],

(29.6-53)

I=0

where {LJ, K,L} is a permutation of {0,1,2,3}.
Special cases occur for U(/) = U(J) and/or U(/) = U(hO and/or U(/) = U(L). The easiest way
to arrive at the expressions for the relevant cases is to redo the integrations that need
modifications.

Complex frequency-domain analysis
In the complex frequency-domain analysis, the expressions for the scattered wave amplitude
in the far-field region in the first-order Rayleigh-Gans-Born approximation follow, with the
use of Equations (29.1-46), (29.1-54)-(29.1-58) and (29.5-13) and (29.5-14) as (Figure 29.6-7)
~rS;"~(~’,S) = C-2(~r~k - 6r, k)lPlke, r,(~]c - a/c,s)er,
1/2 -2 "p,
+ er, n,j(/z/e)
c ~nAj,p (~/c- a/c,s)hp,,

(29.6-55)

I2I~"~(~,s)- Yep,,n,k~m~;~(~,s) ,
where
Ak, r,(U,S)= s2~(s)
x~

(29.6-54)

rlk, r,(X,S)/se - dk,r,] exp(sUsXs) dV,

(29.6-56)

dj,p,] exp(sUsXs) dV .

(29.6-57)

and
Zi;p,(U,S)^

= S2~t(S) f x [~Ds

~j,Sp,(X,S)]Skt -

Note that these scattered wave amplitudes depend in their directional characteristics only on
the difference ~/c - a/c between the slowness ~/c in the direction of observation ~" and the
slowness a/c in the direction of propagation of the incident uniform plane wave. This property
only holds in the Rayleigh-Gans-Bom approximation and is not exact.
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Figure 29.6-7 Far-field plane wave scattering in the first-order Rayleigh-Gans-Bom approximation.

For a homogeneous object, Equations (29.6-56) and (29.6-57) reduce to
"~

^$

(29.6-58)

~,p,(u,s) = s2~t(s) [~j~p,(s)/s#- 6j,p,] ~"(u,s) ,

(29.6-59)

Ak, r’(U,S) = s2~(s) [rlk, r’(S)/s~ - 6k,r’] ~(u,s) ,
and

in which
~"(u,s) = f exp(sUsXs) dV
X~Ds

(29.6-60)

is the complex frequency-domain shape factor corresponding to the domain Ds occupied by the
scatterer. Note that Equation (29.6-60) differs by a factor of s2~(s) from the time Laplace
transform of the time-domain shape factor as given by Equation (29.6-7). From Equation
(29.6-60) it immediately follows that for ~/c = a/c i.e. for observation "behind" the scatterer
or "forward scattering", we have
~(0,s) = Vs,
(29.6-61)
where Vs is the volume of the scatterer. Note, again, that Equation (29.6-61) only holds in the
first-order Rayleigh-Gans-Born approximation, and is not exact.
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Below, we shall derive for a number of canonical geometries of the scatterer, closed-form
analytic expressions for the shape factor ~(u,s).
Ellipsoid
Let the scattering ellipsoid be defined by (see Equation (A.9-21) and Figure 29.6-8.
Ds = {~ER3 ; 0 <~ (xl/al)2 + (x2/a2)2 + (x3/a3)2 < 1}.

(29.6-62)

Its volume is
Vs = (4zc/3)ala:za3.
(29.6-63)
In the integral on the right-hand side of Equation (29.6-60) we introduce the dimensionless
variables
(29.6-64)
Yl = x~/al, Y2 = xg./a:~, Y3 = x3/a3
as the variables of integration. In y-space, the domain of integration is then the unit ball
{yER3; 0~yl2 + y2~ + y~ < 1 }. The integration over this unit ball is carried out with the aid of
spherical polar coordinates {r,O,¢}, with 0~<r<l, 0~<0~<ar, 0<~¢<2.rr, about the vector
Ulali(1) + u:~a:~i(2) + u3a3i(3) as polar axis. Then
UsXs = UlX1 + U2X2 + U3X3 = (Ulal)Y1 + (u2a2)Y2 + (u3a3)Y3 = Ur cos(0),

(29.6-65)

where
U=[(Ulal)2 + (u2a2)2 + (u3a3)2] ~/z >~ 0,

(29.6-66)

while
2

dV = ala2a3r sin(0) dr dO d~b.

I

,

[:i~lure 29.6-1~ Scatterer in the shape of an ellipsoid.

(29.6-67)
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The integration then runs as follows:
r2 dr

~’(u,s) = ala2a3
= 2~ala:~a3

sin(0) dO

exp [sUr cos(0)] de

LL
r~ dr

= 2~ala2a3(sU)-1

exp [sUr cos(O)] sin(O) dO

[exp(sUr) - exp(-sUr)] r dr

= 2~ala2a~(sU)-2 ~xp(sU) + exp(-s~ -

[exp(sUr) + exp(-sUr)] d

= 2~ala~a~(s~-~ {exp(s~ + exp(-s~- (s~-1 [exp(s~ - exp(-s~]}
= 3Vs sU cosh(s~ - sinh(s~

3

.

(29.6-68)

By using ~e Taylor expansion of the right-hand side about U = 0 and ~ng the li~t U+0, it
c~ be verified ~at ~e result is in accordance with ~uation (29.6-61).
Rectangular block
Let the scattering domain be the rectangular block defined by (see Equation (A.9-14) and Figure
29.6-9)
5Ds = {x~9~3 ; -a l < x l < a1, -a2 < x2 < a2, -a3 < x3 < a3 } .

(29.6-69)

Its volume is given by
Vs = 8ala2a3.

(29.6-70)
In the integral on the right-hand side of Equations (29.6-60) we introduce the dimensionless
variables
Yl = xl/al, Y2 = x2/a2, Y3 = x3/a3
(29.6-71)
as the variables of integration. In y-space the domain of integration is then the cube
{y~3 ; -1 <Yl < 1, -1 <y2< 1, -1 <Y3 < 1 } with edge lengths 2. With
U1 = Ulal, U2 = u2a2, U3 -- u3a3,

(29.6-72)

furthermore, we have
UsXs = UlX1 + u2x2 + u3x3

= (Ulal)Yl + (u2a2)Y2 + (u3a3)Y3 = U1Yl + U2Y2 + U3Y3,
while

(29.6-73)
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Figure 29.6-9 Scatterer in the shape of a rectangular block.

(29.6-74)

dV = ala2a3 dy1 dy2 dy3¯

The integration then runs as follows:
dy~

~’(~,s) =ala2a~

3 = -1

= ala2a3

dy2

2=-1

l=-I

exp(sU3 Y3) dy3
3 = -1
2=-1

exp [s(gly1 + U2y2 + U~y~)] dy1

exp(sU2 Y2) dy2
X = -1

exp(sUl Yl) dyl

exp(sU3) - exp(-sU3) exp(sU2) - exp(-sU2) exp(sU1) - exp(-sU1)
= ala2a3

sU3

sU2

=Vs sinh(sU3) sinh(sU2) sinh(sU1).
sU3

sU2

sU1

(29.6-75)

sU1

Special cases occur for either U1---~0, U2---~0, and/or U3---~0. The corresponding limits easily
follow from Equation (29.6-75) by using the relevant Taylor expansions in the right-hand side.
In particular, it can be verified that for UI~0, U2~0 and U3---~0 the result is in accordance
with Equation (29.6-61).
Elliptical cylinder of finite height
Let the elliptical cylinder of finite height be defined by (Figure 29.6-10)
2222
Ds ~X.3;
O<~xl/al+x2/a2<l,-h<x3<h
.}
={X
Its volume is

(29.6-76)

930
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\plane wave
¯

Figure 29.6-10 Scatterer in the shape of an elliptic cylinder of finite height.

V s = 2~Trala2h.

(29.6-77)

In the integral on the right-hand side of Equation (29.6-60) we introduce the dimensionless
variables
(29.6-78)
Yl = xl/al, Y2 = x2/a2, Y3 = x3/h
as the variables of integration. Iny space, the domain of integration is then the Cartesian product
of the unit disk A 2 = {(yl,Y2)~.2; 0,<y~ + y22< 1 } and the interval {y3~.; -1 <Y3 < 1 } along
the axis of the cylinder. Then, with
(29.6-79)

U1 = ula1, U2 = u2a2, U3 = u3h,

we have
UsXs = UlX1 + u2x2 + U3X3

= (Ulal)Yl + (u2a2)Y2 + (u3h)y3 = U1Yl + U2Y2 + U3Y3,

(29.6-80)

while
dV= ala2h dyI dy2 dy3.

(29.6-81)

The integration then runs as follows:
~"(~,s) =ala:zh I
t] (yl,Y2)~d2

= ala2h I

dy1 dy:z

exp [S(UlYl + U:zy:z + U3Y3)] dy~
3=-1

(sU3)-1 {exp [s(U1Yl + U2Y2 + U3)]

- exp [s(U1Yl + U2Y2 - U3)]} dyl dY2.
Next, we observe that

(29.6-82)
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exp [S(UlYl + U2Y2 4- U3)] = (s2U?2+,2,-1,-~2
s u2) toyI+ O~z ) exp [S(UlYl + U2Y2 + U3)]
_

(29.6-83)

for Ulx + U~ ~ O .
Now, applying Gauss’ divergence theorem to the integration over A 2, we obtain
~(yI,y2)~A
(Oy21
z + ~;2z) exp[s(U1Ya + U2Y2 + U3)] dyl dy2
= ~(ypy2)~Cz (Yl~yi +Y2Oy2)exp[s(UlY1 + U2y2 + U3)] dcr

¯
-f(yl,Y2)~C2

S(Uly1 + U2Y2) exp[s(Uly1 + U2y2 4- U3)] da,

(29.6-84)

where dv is the elementary arc length along the unit circle C2 that forms the boundary of the
unit disk A 2 and where we have used the property that the unit vector along the normal to C2
pointing away from A 2 is given by v = yli(1) + y2i(2). In the integral on the fight-hand side of
Equation (29.6-84) we introduce the polar coordinates { r,0 }, with r = I and 0 ~< 0 < ZTr, about
the vector Uli(1) + U2i(2) as polar axis, as the variables of integration. This yields

f(yl,yz)~Cz (U1 Yl + U2Y2) exp[s(U1Yl + U2Y2 4- U3)] d~r
=

U cos(0) exp[sU cos(0) 4- sU3] do = 2z~U exp(4-sU3)II(sU) ,

(29.6-85)

where I1 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order one (Abramowitz and Stegun
1964) and
U= (U( + U22) ~/z >~ 0.

(29.6-86)

Collecting the results, we end up with
~(u,s) = 2z~ala2hs-2U-1 uf llI(sU) [exp(sU3) - exp(-sU3)]
= 2VSs-2U-1 ufllI(sU) sinh(sU3) .

(29.6-87)

Special cases occur for U+0 and/or U3-+0. The corresponding limits easily follow from
Equation (29.6-87) by using the relevant Taylor expansions in the fight-hand side. In particular,
it can be verified that for U+0 and U3-+0 the result is in accordance with Equation (29.6-61).
Elliptical cone of finite height
Let the elliptical cone of finite height be defined by (Figure 29.6-11)
22 2,2 2,,2
~DS=
{ X~,3; O<~Xl/al+x21a2<x31rt. 0<x3<h
} .

(29.6-88)

Its volume is
Vs = .rr, ala2h/3.

(29.6-89)
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29.6-11 Scatterer in the shape of an elliptic cone of finite height.
In the integral on the right-hand side of Equation (29.6-60) we introduce the dimensionless
variables
(29.6-90)
Yl = xl/al, Y2 = x2/a2, Y3 = x3/h
as the variables of integration. In y-space, the domain of integration is then {y~R3;
0 ~y21 + Y22 <2 Y3 }, 0 < Y3 < 1 }. Then, with
U1 = ulal, U2 = u2a2, U3 = u3h,

(29.6-91)

we have
UsXs = UlX1 + u2x2 + u3x3

= (Ulal)Yl + (u2a2)Y2 + (u3h)Y3 = U1Yl + U2Y2 + U3Y3,

(29.6-92)

while
dV = ala2h dy1 dy2 dy3.

(29.6-93)

The integration then runs as follows:
~"(u,s) = a~azh dy3

exp [s(U1Yl + Uzy2 + U3y~)] dy1 dy:z, (29.6-94)

d Y3=O *l (Yl,Y2)~A2(Y3)

+ Y2 2<Y3
where A 2((y3)={ (yl,Y2)~R2; 0<~y12
2 } is the circular disk of radius Y3. With a reasoning
similar to the one as used in Equations (29.6-83)-(29.6-85), we obtain

I(y

exp[s(Ul Yl + U2Y2 + U3Y3)] dYl dY2

1,Y2)~AZ(Y3)

= (sU) Y3

cos(¢) exp[s(gy3 cos(¢) + U3Y3)] dq~,

(29.6-95)
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in which
(29.6-96)
Furthermore,

~i

+
dy3
Y3 exp[s(UY3 c°s(0) U3Y3)]

3=0

= [s(g cos(O) + U3)]-1 exp[s(g cos(O) + U3)] -

exp[s(gy~ cos(O) + U~y~)] dy~

= [s(U cos(0) + U3)] -lexp[s(Ucos(O) + U3)]

(29.6-97)

- [s(U cos(0) + U3)]-2 {exp[s(Uy3cos(O) + U3)] _ 1}.

Collecting the results, we end up with
~"(u,s) = 6VS(sU)-1

cos(0)

1 Iexp [s(U cos(0) + U3)]

exp [s(U cos(0) + U3)] - 1.~ dO
$2(U COS(0) + U3)2J

(29.6-98)

’

Special cases occur for U+0 and/or U3--,0. The corresponding limits easily follow from
Equation (29.6-98) by using the relevant Taylor expansions in the right-hand side. In particular,
it can be verified that for U+0 and U3--~0 the result is in accordance with Equation (29.6-61).

Tetrahedron

Let the tetrahedron be defined by (see Equation (A.9-17) and Figure 29.6-12)
ags= x~R3; x=~’~ 2(/)x(/), 0<2(/)<1, ~ )l(/)=1 ,
1=0

(29.6-99)

1=0

in which {x(O),x(1),x(2),x(3)} are the position vectors of the vertices and {2(0), )1(1),
2(2),2(3) } are the barycentric coordinates. Its volume is given by (see Equations (A. 10-29) and
(A.10-33))
(29.6-100)
Vs = det[x(1) - x(O),x(2) - x(1),x(3) - x(2)]/6.
In the integral on the fight-hand side of Equation (29.6-60) we replace 2(0) by 1 -2(1) 2(2)- 2(3) and introduce {2(1),2(2),2(3)} as the (dimensionless) variables of integration. In
{2(1),2(2),2(3)} space the domain of integration is then {0<)1(1)<1, 0<)1(2)<1 -2(1),
0<2(3) < 1 - )1(1) - 2(2)}. Then, with
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incident
..... ~plane wave

x(O)

x(1)
Figure 29.6-12

Scatterer in the shape of a tetrahedron (3-simplex).

U(1) = UsXs(l) for I = O, 1, 2, 3,
we have

(29.6-101)

UsXs= 4(0)U(0) + 4(1)U(1) + 2(2)U(2) + 2(3)U(3)
= [1 - 2(1) - 4(2) - 2(3)] U(0) + 4(1)U(1) + 4(2)U(2) + 4(3)U(3)
= U(0) + [U(1) - U(0)] 4(1) + [U(2) - U(0)] 4(2) + [U(3) - U(0)] 4(3), (29.6-102)
while, with the Jacobian (see Equation (A. 10-31))
~(Xl ’X2’X3 ) = 6V

s,

(29.6-103)

~ [4(1),4(2),4(3)]
the elementary volume is expressed as
dV=6Vs d~(1) d~(2) d~(3).

(29.6-104)

After some lengthy, but elementary, calculations it is found that
6VSs-3

1
1
1 exp[sU(0)]
U(O)- U(1) U(O) - U(2) U(O) - U(3)
1
1
1
+
exp[sU(1)]
U(1)- U(O) U(1)- U(2) U(1)- U(3)
1
1
1
+
exp[sU(2)]
U(2)- U(0) U(2)- U(1) U(2)- U(3)
1
1
1

+

u(3)- u(o) u(3)- u(1) u(3)- u(2)

. (29.6-105)
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In a symmetrical fashion, this result can be written as
3

~"(u,s) = 6VSs-3 Z
I=0

1

1

1

exp[sU(/)], (29.6-106)

U(I)- U(J) U(I) - U(K) U(I)- U(L)

where {LJ, K,L} is a permutation of {0,1,2,3}.
Special cases occur for U(!) = U(J) and/or U(/) = U(hO and/or U(!) = U(L). The easiest way
to arrive at the expressions for the relevant cases is to redo the integrations that need
modifications.
(Note: Since the first-order Rayleigh-Gans-Born approximation is additive in the domains
occupied by the scatterers, the scattering by an arbitrary union of canonical scatterers follows
by superposition. In particular, the result for the tetrahedron is the building block for scatterers
in the shape of an arbitrary polyhedron.)
The first-order Rayleigh-Gans-Born scattering finds numerous applications both in the
forward (direct) and the inverse scattering theory. References to the earlier literature can be
found in Quak and De Hoop (1986).

Exercises
Exercise 29.6-1
Show that Equation (29.6-60) follows from the time Laplace transform of Equation (29.6-7).
Exercise 29. 6-2
Show that Equation (29.6-61) follows from the time Laplace transform of Equation (29.6-8).

Exercise 29, 6-3
Show that Equation (29.6-68) follows from the time Laplace transform of Equation (29.6-15).

Exercise 29. 6-4
Show that Equation (29.6-75) follows from the time Laplace transform of Equation (29.6-22).
Exercise 29. 6-5
Show that Equation (29.6-87) follows from the time Laplace transform of Equation (29.6-34).
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Exercise 29,6-6
Show that Equation (29,6-98) follows from the time Laplace transform of Equation (29.6-45).

Exercise 29.6-7
Show that Equation (29.6-106) follows from the time Laplace transform of Equation (29.6-53).
Exercise 29.6-8
Show that for U+0, Equation (29.6-15) becomes Equation (29.6-8). (In this case, u = 0.)
Exercise 29.6-9
Show that for U3--)0, Equation (29.6-22) becomes
r(u,t) = 2ala2a3(glU2)-1 [a(t + g1 +U2) -a(t + g1 - U2)
- a(t - U1 +U2) + a(t- U1 -U2)].

(29.6-107)

(In this case, u is parallel to the x1,x2 plane.)
Exercise 29. 6-10
Show that for U2--)0 and U3~0, Equation (29.6-22) becomes
r(u,t) = 4ala2a3g~1 [Ota(t + g1) - Ota(t - gl)].
(In this case, u is parallel to the Xl axis.)

(29.6-108)

Exercise 29.6-11
Show that for U1---~0, U2--’~0 and U3~0, Equation (29.6-22) becomes Equation (29.6-8). (In
this case, u = 0.)
Exercise 29.6-12
Show that for U+0, Equation (29.6-34) becomes
r(u,t) = zrala2hU~1 [Ota(t + U3) - ~ta(t - U3)].
(In this case, u is parallel to the axis of the cylinder.)
Exercise 29.6-13
Show that for U3---)0, Equation (29.6-34) becomes

(29.6-109)
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r(u,t) = 2ala2hg-1

(29.6-110)

cos(~b)~ta [t + U cos(C)] dq~.

(In this case u is perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder.)

Exercise 29.6-14
Show that for U~0 and U3---~0, Equation (29.6-34) becomes Equation (29.6-8). (In this case,

u = 0.)
Exercise 29.6-15
Show that for Uz0, Equation (29.6-45) becomes
Y’(u,t) = arala2h {U3"-1 [~ta(t + U3) - 2U~2a(t + U3)]

+ 2U3-3 [Ita(t + U3) - Ita(t)]}.

(29.6-111)

(In this case, u is parallel to the axis of the cone.)
Exercise 29.6-16

Show that for U3---~0, Equation (29.6-45) becomes
l"(U,t) = ala2hU-1

{[g

cos(C) a(t + U cos(C))

- [U cos(O)] -2[Ita(t + U cos(O)) - Ira(t)]} cos(~b) dO.

(29.6-112)

(In this case, u is perpendicular to the axis of the cone.)
Exercise 29, 6-17
Show that for U+0 and U3-’-)0, Equation (29.6-45) becomes Equation (29.6-8). (In this case,

u=0.)
Exercise 29. 6-18

Show that for U(J)---~U(1), Equation (29.6-53) becomes
1 } a[t + U(/)]
1
r(u,t) = 6Vs U(1) - U(K) U(1) - U(L)
1
1 + 1
[U(!) - U(K)] 2 U(1) - U(L) U(1) - U(K)

[U(/) -~ U(L)] 2 Ita[t + U(/)]
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+

{

+

1

1

[U(t0 - U(/)] 2 U(hO - U(L)

Ita[t + U(K)]

}
(29.6-113)

Ita[t + U(L)] ,
[U(L) - U(/)] 2 U(L) - U(K)

where {LJ, K,L} is a permutation of {0,1,2,3}. (In this case, u is perpendicular to the edge
connecting the vertex x(/) with the vertex x(J).)
Exercise 29.6-19

Show that for U(J)--+ U(/) and U(L)--~ U(K), Equation (29.6-53) becomes
?’(u,t) = 6Vs (

1

[u(2) - U(K)] 2 {a It + U(/)] + a [t + U(K)] }
2

{Ita [t + U(/)] - Ita It + U(K)] }/

(29.6-114)

)

’

where {LJ, K,L} is a permutation of {0,1,2,3}. (In this case, u is perpendicular to the edge
connecting the vertex x(/) with the vertex x(J), as well as perpendicular to the edge connecting
the vertex x(K) with the vertex x(L).)
Exercise 29.6-20

Show that for U(J)---~U(1) and U(K)--~U(/), Equation (29.6-53) becomes
!"(u,t) = 6Vs ( 1 ~ta It + U(/)] -

u(t) - U(L)

+

1

[U(t) - U(L)] 2

a It + U(/)]

1
{Ita It + U(/)]-Ita It + U(L)]~
[U(/) -~ U(L)] 3
’

(29.6-115)

where {LJ, K,L} is a permutation of {0,1,2,3}. (In this case, u is perpendicular to the plane
containing the triangle of which x(/), x(J) and x(K) are the vertices.)
Exercise 29.6-21
Show that for u = 0, Equation (29.6-53) becomes Equation (29.6-8).
Exercise 29.6-22
Show that for U*0, Equation (29.6-68) becomes Equation (29.6-61).
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Exercise 29.6-23
Show that for U3~0, Equation (29.6-75) becomes
f"(u,s) = V s sinh(sU2) sinh(sU1)
(29.6-116)
sU2 sU1
and show that the result follows from the time Laplace transform of Equation (29.6-107). (In
this case, u is parallel to the xl,x2 plane.)

Exercise 29.6-24
Show that for U2---~0 and U3---)0, Equation (29.6-75) becomes
~(u,s) = Vs sinh(sU1)
sU1

(29.6-117)

and show that the result follows from the time Laplace transform of Equation (29.6-108). (In
this case, u is parallel to the x1 axis.)
Exercise 29,6-25
Show that for U1---~O, U2"-40 and U3-->O, Equation (29.6-75) becomes Equation (29.6-61). (In
this case, u = 0.)
Exercise 29. 6-26
Show that for U~0, Equation (29.6-87) becomes
~’(u,s) = 2.Trala2hs-1 u~lsinh(sU3)

(29.6-118)

and show that the result follows from the time Laplace transform of Equation (29.6-109). (In
this case, u is parallel to the axis of the cylinder.)
Exercise 29. 6-27
Show that for U3~0, Equation (29.6-87) becomes
~"(u,s) = 4zcalazhs-1 U-111 (s U)

(29.6-119)

and show that the result follows from the time Laplace transform of Equation (29.6-110). (In
this case, u is perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder.)
Exercise 29. 6-28
Show that for U~0 and U3---~0, Equation (29.6-87) becomes Equation (29.6-61). (In this case,

u=0.)
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Exercise 29. 6-29
Show that for U+O, Equadon (29.6-98) b~comes

and show that the result follows from the time Laplace transform of Equation (29.6-111). (In
this case, u is parallel to the axis of the cone.)
Exercise 29. 6-30
Show that for U3~0, Equation (29.6-98) becomes
= ala2hs-2U-1

{[U cos(q~)] -lexp [sU cos(~b)]

- s [U cos@)] [exp(sU cos(q))) - 1]} cos(C) de

(29.6-121)

and show that the result follows from the time Laplace transform of Equation (29.6-112). (In
this case, u is perpendicular to the axis of the cone.)
Exercise 29.6-31
Show that for U~0 and U3~0, Equation (29.6-98) becomes Equation (29.6-61). (In this case,

u=0.)
Exercise 29.6-32

Show that for U(J)---~U(/), Equation (29.6-105) becomes

1
u(o 1- u(h3 u(5 - U(L) exp [sU(/)]}
~,,(u,s)=6VSs-2[{
_[

+

+

1
1 + 1
[U(/) - U(K)] 2 U(/) - U(L) U(1) - U(K)
1

1

[U(K) - U(L)] 2 U(K) - U(L)

1
~ S-1 exp [sU(/)]
[U(/) - U(L)] 2

-1
s exp [sU(K)]
}

1
1
-1
s exp [sU(L)] ,
[U(L)- U(/)] 2 U(L)- U(hO
}]

(29.6-122)

where {LJ, K,L} is a permutation of {0,1,2,3} and show that the result follows from the time
Laplace transform of Equation (29.6-113). (In this case, u is perpendicular to the edge
connecting the vertex x(/) with the vertex x(J).)
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Exercise 29.6-33
Show that for U(JO---~U(1) and U(L)---~U(K), Equation (29.6-105) becomes
f"(u,s) = 6VSs-2 /[U(/) -1U(K)] 2

2s-1

{ exp [sU(/)] + exp [sU(K)] }

{exp [sU(/)]-exp [sU(L)]}]

[u(t) - u(hg]3)

(29.6-123)

’

where {LJ, K,L} is a permutation of {0,1,2,3} and show that this result follows from the time
Laplace transform of Equation (29.6-114). (In this case, u is perpendicular to the edge
connecting the vertex x(/) with the vertex x(J) as well as perpendicular to the edge connecting
the vertex x(K) with the vertex x(L).)
Exercise 29, 6-34

Show that for U(J)~U(1) and U(K)~U(/), Equation (29.6-105) becomes
~"(u,s) = 6VSs-2[

s

u(o- u(h’)

+

exp [sU(/)] -

1

[u(t) - u(h3]

2 exp [sU(/)]

{exp [sU(/)] - exp [sU(L)]

(29.6-124)

where {LJ, K,L} is a permutation of {0,1,2,3} and show that this result follows from the time
Laplace transform of Equation (29.6-115). (In this case, u is perpendicular to the plane
containing the triangle of which x(/), x(J) and x(K) are the vertices.)
Exercise 29.6-35
Show that for u = 0, Equation (29.6-105) becomes Equation (29.6-61).
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